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Abstract 

CD20 is a B cell integral membrane protein thought to be involved in B cell activation and 

antibody production. Evidence for its hc t ion  has been acquired using antibody Ligation 

of the human CD20 extracellular domain. Cross-blocking experiments have indicated the 

existence of only two extracellular epitopes, however, additional differences in fine 

specificity are suggested by the variety of biochemical effects and biological responses 

induced by various ant LCD20 monoclonal antibodies (mAbs). Despite kw differences 

between human and murine CD20, anti-human CD20 mAbs do not recognize murine 

epitopes. This would suggest the epitopes are likely comprised of adjacent CD20 

molecules. In this thesis, I demonstrated that, contrary to the cross-blocking experiments, 

there are three e ~ c e l l u l a r  epitopes. These epitopes are on molecules in a -200 kDa 

complex primarily comprised of CD20 with a minor 4 5  kDa component. Prior to 

conducting the epitope mapping studies, CD20 membrane orientation was confirmed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. An Overview: The Humoral Immune Res~onse 

Adaptive immunity can be divided into two components: cell-mediated immunity 

and humoral immunity. T cells are associated with cell-mediated immuniry, while B cells 

are responsible for the humoral immune response, specifically, the immunity mediated by 

antibodies (Abs) (1). Bone marrow hematopoeitic stem cells go through a sequence of 

developmental stages resulting in the formation of several types of cells including 

immature B cells which express cell-surface immunoglobulin primarily in the form of Ib@4 

(I). This cell-surface immunoglobulin comprises the part of the B cell antigen receptor 

(BCR) which is responsible for recognizing antigen. Before leaving the bone marrow, self- 

antigen recognizing immature B cells are eliminated via clonal deletion (2). 

Those cells which survive negative selection em-grate into the periphery where 

they scan for antigen. Activation of these mature Bxells to produce antibodies occurs via 

interaction of foreign substances or antigen with the BCR. A cascade of signding events 

leads to increased synthesis of proteins and up-regulation of cell surface receptors such as 

major histocompatibility complex class II (MHCII). These signals culminate in B cell 

proliferation and differentiation (2). 

B cell activation can occur with or without co-stimulation, Some B cells can 

deveIop into plasma cells after interacting with antigen without additional signals &om 

activated T helper celIs. Antigen which can activate B cells without T cell co-stimulation 

is known as T-independent antigen. These antigens, such as bacterial poIysaccharides and 



bacterial toxins, are characterized by their repetitive structure and ability to cause BCR 

cross-linking which result in high levels of BCR signaling and subsequent secretion of 

antigen-specific IgM Abs (2). 

In most cases, B cell activation requires co-stimulation fiom T cells. Activation of 

B cells by monovalent antigen requires co-stimulation &om activated T helper cells. 

These T-dependent antigens do not cross-link the BCR and stimulate a lower degree of 

BCR signaling. Upon ligation, the BCR-antigen complex is internalized. The antigen is 

processed and presented in context of MHCII on the surface of B cells. The 

antigen:MHCII complex is recognized by the T cell antigen receptor on T helper cells 

which then become activated. This results in the up-regulation of the T cell CD40 Iigand 

and the secretion of B cell stirnulatory cytokines, including interleukin 1 (IL.-4), L-5 and 

IL-6. B cells are co-stimulated by 1L-J and interaction of CD40 ligand with the B cell 

integral membrane protein CD40 (2). Co-stimulation results in B ceil secretion of 

primary IgM and IgG antibody with low affinity for antigen. Isotype switching fkom 

IgM to IgG initiates B cell affinity maturation (3). 

Spleen and lymph node germinal centers are the site of activated B cell affinity 

maturation. Germinal centers form as a result of antigen recognition and are comprised of 

activated B cells, activated T helper cells and antigen-presenting follicular dendritic cells 

(3-5). 

There are two stages of afEnity maturation: proliferation and affinity selection (6). 

In the presence of T cell help, activated B cells undergo extensive somatic hypermutation 

and proiifmtion which is known as clonaI expansion (4,6). As a result, a single B cell 



can expand into a population of B cells having varied af!fmities for antigen. These B cells 

then come into contact with immune complexes comprised of antigen, complement and 

primary Ab localized on follicular dendritic cells (FDCs) (3). Once B cek  interact with 

these immune complexes, there is enhanced presentation of antigen in context of MHCII 

and secretion of the cytokines IL-4, It-5 and IL-I0 by activated T cells (7). Those B 

cells having greatest affinity for antigen then undergo isotype switching and differentiate 

into memory cells and antibody-secreting plasma cells (5). The differentiation pathway 

taken by the cells depends on the signals present. In vitro, memory B cells are generated 

in the presence of CD4O ligand, IL-2 and IL-10, while plasma cells form in the presence of 

IL-2 and IL-10 (8). The remaining majority of B cells die (4). 

Not all self-reactive B cells are removed in the bone marrow. Some mature B cells 

recognize self-antigen in the periphery. Several mechanisms exist to deal with these ceUs. 

Self reactive cells are either eliminated or inactivated by contact with self antigen (2). 

Failure of these processes can result in an immune response against self (2). Chronic 

production of self-directed antibodies are manifested as autoimmune diseases including 

systemic lupus erythernatosus (SLE) (9, 10). 

B. B Cell Antipen Recentor Comnlex and its Activation 

The BCR complex is comprised of a membrane-bound immunogIobulin which is 

non-covalently associated with the disulfide linked Iga and Igf3 chains. The membrane- 



bound immunoglobulin recognizes antigen, while the Iga and Igf3 chains are required for 

cell-surface immunoglobulin, specifically IgM, expression and signal transduction (1). 

The cytoplasmic domains of the I ~ C Y  and Igp chains contain a sequence of highly 

conserved amino acids (YXXL&,)YXXL) called immunoreceptor tyrosine-based 

activation motifs (ITAM) ( 1 1 ). Upon BCR ligation with antigen, the src-family tyrosine 

kinases, blk, ick, fyn, and lyn are activated resulting in the phosphorylation of the four 

ITAM tryrosines and subsequent recruitment of syk (12, 13). 

As a result, three intracellular signaling pathways are initiated (12, 14). Activated 

syk in conjunction with Bruton's tyrosine kinase (Btk), which is also activated after BCR 

ligation by the src family kinases, phosphorylate and activate phospholipase C y (PLC9() 

( 1 5). PLCy then hydrolyzes PIP2 into inositol msp hosp hate (P3) and diacy lglycerol 

(DAG) resulting in release of calcium from intracellular stores and activation of protein 

kinase C (PKC) (12, 16). BCR activation activates the MAP kinase pathway via 

tyrosine phosphorylation of vav as well as by initiation of the Ras pathway (17, 18). 

Phosphotidylinositol-3-kinase (PI-3K) is also activated upon BCR Ligation in a protein 

tyrosine kinase-dependent fashion (1, 19, I2,20). 

The recently identified protein BLMVSLP-65 has also been shown to be rapidly 

yosine phosphorylated upon BCR activation. Once it is phosphorylated, BLNWSLP- 

65 can bind PLCy and vav (21). The observation that it can translocate &om the cytosol 

to the plasma membrane suggests it may act as an adaptor for bringing downstream 

effectors into closer proximity to syk (14,U). 



As a result of the activation of these signal transduction pathways, seved 

molecular and biochemical changes occur which include antigen presentation, gene 

transcription, proliferation and immunoglobulin secretion. 

C. Modulation of BCR Activation 

The threshold of B cell activation is modulated by a variety of cell surface co- 

receptors and soluble facton. The B cell modulators include the CD19 co-receptor 

complex, CD22, and FcyRIIB 1 as well as cytokines. The cytokines such as IL-2, IL-4 

and IL- 13 have been shown to promote B cell proliferation. The cytokines IL-4 and IL- 

13 secreted by T cells are able to promote human, but not mouse, B cell proliferation, and 

activation and immunoglobulin heavy-chain switching upon binding their receptors on 0 

cells (23). 

I. The CD19 Co-recepor Complex 

The CD 19 co-receptor is comprised of four components: Leu-13, CD8 1 (TAPA- 

I), the complement receptor CD21 and CD 19 (24, 25). CD 19 acts to lower the 

threshold of B celI activation via its constitutive association with the BCR (26). This is 

achieved by enhancing the calcium response and phosphorylation of src famiIy kinases 

induced by BCR signaling (27). Although co-ligation of the CD19 co-receptor complex 

and BCR is not required for si@ enhancement, cross-linking this co-receptor with BCR 

amplifies the response of BCR to antigen even fuaher (28, 25, 29). Upon the binding of 



C3d complement cornpiexed with antigen to CD21, the CD19 co-receptor complex 

association with the BCR is enhanced (25, 30). This association leads to the tyrosine 

phosphorylation of CD19 and subsequent recruitment of PI3-K (28) and src-family 

kinases including lyn (29,3 1) and vav (25,30, 32). Studies on CD 19 deficient mice have 

shown CD 19 to be important in germinal center formation and aflkity maturation (33). 

2. Down-regulation of the B Cell Response 

2.1 CD22 

CD22 is a cell d a c e  adhesion molecule which has been shown to constitutively 

down-regulate BCR signaling. CD22 can bind a variety of glycoproteins and glycolipids, 

including CD45RO on T cells, indicating that binding its ligand may facilitate B cell 

activation (34). The src family kinase lyn which is involved in the BCR activation signal 

also acts in the CD22 inhibitory pathway (24). Upon BCR cross-linking, CD22 

intracytoplasmic tyrosines within immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibition motifs 

(ITIM) are phosphorylated by lyn and the phosphatase SHP-1 is recruited. Cross- 

linking of CD22 with either BCR or BCR and CD 19 causes the suppression of the MAP 

kinase pathway (35), which is a pathway responsible for gene expression. in CD22 

deficient mice, splenic B cells were found to be hyperresponsive to BCR cross-Linking 

and there were higher levels of serum IgM and autoantiiodies (36). These results are very 

similar to those observed in lyn deficient mice (37,38) as well as in motheaten mice which 

are SHP- 1 deficient (3 9, 40). Recently, data acquired using CD 191 CD22-deficient and 



CD 19-deficient mice suggests that CD 19 is necessary for initation of the CD22 inhibitory 

pathway and CD22 then acts by down-regulating CD 19 (41). 

2.2 FcyRIlBI 

FcyRUB 1 down-regulates the immune response in B cells. Unlike the BCR which 

binds only specific antigen, FcyRITB I binds any antigen within an [gG immune complex. 

Simultaneous signaling through the BCR by antigen and FcyRlIB 1 by antibody in mature 

B cells inhibits BCR activation (42). This prevents mature B cells fkom responding to an 

antigen against which the body has already mounted an immune response. As well since 

co-ligation of BCR with FcyRIIB 1 prevents its internalization, F c y W  1 prevents 

processing of bound antigen and subsequent T cell activation (43). 

Cross-linking of the BCR and FcyRUB 1 results in aggregation of these receptors in 

cap structures on the plasma membrane. The redistribution of FcyRW 1 to caps with the 

BCR as well as other moIecuies involved in the activation process such as MHCII, CD 19 

and H-ras may ensure that the receptor is in close proximity to those molecules which it 

may regulate (44). 

Co-ligation of the BCR and FcgRIIBl initiates a series of signaling events 

culminating with termination of activation signals. FcyRW 1 inhibitory signais are 

initiated by the phosphorylation of its intracytoplasmic ITIM (45, 46) by lyn (45). The 

inositol phosphatase SHIP is then recruited (47). Eventually, BCR activation signals are 

directly countered by the reduction of PLCy phosphorylation (48), thereby, diminishing 



IP3 generation (46) and calcium influx (16,44,46). Concomitantly, there is a reduction in 

CD19 phosphorylation (49.50) and gene transcription (5 1) as well as inhitbition of the ras 

pathway (52). The end result is the inhibition of B cell proliferation (16, 46, 5 3 ,  

immunoglobulin secretion (24), and internalization of antigen (43). Although engagement 

of F c y m  l has been shown to result in cell death, it was recently shown that this 

process is SHIP independent (54). 

D. Modulation of the B Cell Resoonse bv CD20 

1. CD20 Overview 

The B cell specific integraI membrane phosphoprotein CD20 (33/35 kDa) is also 

thought to be a modulator of B cell development, activation and differentiation. It has 

been shown to be physically and functionally associated with MHCD (55, 56) and CD40 

(57, 56, 58). CD20 is expressed fkom the pre-B cell to the mature B cell stage of 

development, but is not present on plasma cells (59). The precise role of CD20 is not 

known. It may act as a receptor, a signaling component of a receptor complex or even a 

calcium channel (60). 

2. Evidence for CDZO Function 

Evidence for the role of CD20 in B cell deveiopment and activation has primarily 

come eom in vitro studies using anti-CD20 monoclonal antiiodies (rnAbs). The anti- 

CD20 mAbs have several different effects on B cek depending upon the stage of B cell 



differentiation. 1 F5 anti-CD20 mAb induces GO/G 1 transition (6 1-64) characterised by 

the up-regulation of MHC II (62.65) and the oncogenes c-myc (64, 65) and B-myb (57). 

IF5 stimulation alone is not sufficient for transition into the S and G2+M phases of the 

cell cycle and subsequent B cell proliferation (63). Additional stimulation with anti- 

CD40 mAb is required for B cell proliferation. CD20 and CD40 co-stimulation is 

characterised by the up-regulation of the three oncogenes c-myc, B-myb, and c-myb (57) 

which are also induced during mitogenic stimulation of B cells. 

CD40 also seems to have a role in maintaining the conformation of CD20. Anti- 

CD40 mAb reverses the effects of IL-4 on CD20. IL-4 down-regulates the epitope 

recognized by the anti-CD20 antibody L27 possibly as a result of a conformational 

change in CD20 (58). Both CD40 and IL-4 have important roles in the proliferation of 

activated B cells. Maintenance of CD20 conformation may be important in B cell 

proliferation. 

Unlike IF5, most anti-CD20 mAbs inhibit B cell activation. The B 1 anti-CD20 

rnAb, which has the same IgG2a isotype and same specificity for CD20 as LF5, does not 

activate B cells (63). Although IF5 binding to CD20 can activate B cells, both IF5 and 

BI mAbs inhibit mitogen stimulated B cell cycle progression and differentiation into 

immunoglobulin secreting cells (63, 66). B1 mAb has been shown to inhi'bit 

differentiation and immunoglobulin secretion of pokeweed mitogen (66), Epstein-Barr 

virus (67, 68) or staphylococcus aureus Cowan I-induced (68) B cells, while it has little 

effect on anti-p activated B cells. Although B 1 &%its B cell cycle progression, B 1 



interaction with CD20 does not affect early activation events (66,. 67). Another effect of 

Bl binding to CD20, is the up-regulation of CD18 and a yet unidentified adhesion 

molecule resulting in B cell homotypic adhesion (69). The different effects observed with 

B 1 compared to IF5 may be the result from the overlapping or possibly different CD20 

epitopes recognized by the two mAbs as has been suggested by cross-blocking studies 

(70)- 

Like B 1, the anti-CD2O mAb 2H7 also does not activate B cells (6 1). 2H7 has an 

isotype of IgGZb, d i f f m t  than that of IF5 and B I, but cross-blocking studies have 

suggested it recognizes the same epitope as B 1 (70). Despite this, ZH7 and B I differ 

markedly in their ability to co-precipitate CMO-associated molecules (71) and to induce 

redistribution of CD20 to detergent-insoluble microdomains (72). 

2.1 Inrnrunotherapy 

The first antibody approved for chemotherapy, ~ i n u t a p ,  is against CD20. 

This humanized mouse mAb has been demonstrated to be efficacious against the B cell 

mediated cancer non-Hodgkins Iyrnphoma (73) as well as the autoimmune disease, IgM 

Ab-Related Po lyneuropathies ( AARP' s) (74). In those patients being treated for non- 

Hodgkins lymphoma, -50% have gone into remission of approximateIy one year in 

duration (73). All AARP patients treated showed improved fiction as reflected by 

increased strength as well as reduced serum autoantibody titres (74). It is thought that 

R.ituxanm acts by eliminating B cells via complement-mediated lysis, antibody-dependent 

cell mediated cytotoxicity, and primarily by signahg through CD20 leading to apoptosis 

(73,75). 



2.2 Apoptosis 

Indeed, in v im  studies examining the mechanism of action of this immunotherapy 

has demonstrated that extensive cross-linking of anti-CDZO m A b s  using either goat anti- 

m o w  IgG or FcR-expressing cells directly inhibits B cell proliferation and leads to cell 

death by apoptosis (75). Hyper-cross-linking of the mAbs 1F5, 2H7 and B1 resulted in 

B cell apoptosis via signaling events leading to increased intracellular calcium levels (75). 

This suggested that the depletion of malignant or autoreactive B cells by ~ i t u x a n ~ ~  was 

the direct result of signals induced upon CD20 Ligation leading to apoptosis. In vivo, 

however, immune complexes formed by therapeutic mAbs may be retained by follicular 

dendritic cells in the germinal center and cross-link B cell FcyRUB cesulting in SHIP- 

independent apoptosis (54). 

3. CDZO Signaling 

The effects of the anti-CDZO mAbs on B cells indicate that stimulation through 

CD20 results in signal transduction. There is some further evidence indicating that it 

plays a role m signal transduction. CD20 is not glycosylated, but is differentially 

phosphorylated at intracellular serine and threonine residues (76). Mitogen stimulation of 

B cells results in increased expression and phosphorylation of CD20 (76). In vitro assays 

indicate that several kinases are capable of phosphorylating CD20. at unique residues 

which may result in different hctional consequences under physiological conditions 

(60). Antibody ligation of CD20 also induces the phosphorylation of cellular proteins on 



serinelthreonine and tyrosine residues (7 1). CD20 is associated with the tyrosine kinases 

lyn, fyn and Ick and the yet unidentified p75/80 (71). 

4. CD20 Sequence 

CD20 is related to two four transmembrane domain containing proteins, the fi 

subunit of the high-afbity receptor for I@, FceRIb (77) and the hematopoietic protein 

HTm4 (78). The genes of each member of this four transmembrane protein family map to 

human chromosome 11 (68, 78), while the genes of CD20 and FceRIP map to murine 

chromosome 19 (78, 79). These proteins are about 20% homologous with the greatest 

degree of homology occurring in the transmembrane domains. FcERIP is one of the signal 

transduction components of the high affinity IgE receptor, FCEN serving to amplify 

signals (80, 81). Like FceRIb, CD20 has a role in signal transduction and may be a 

component in a yet unidentified receptor complex. 

Human CD20 and its murine counterpart, Ly-44, have been cloned and their 

genetic sequences characterized (79, 82, 83). The coding region of the human CD20 

cDNA shares an 82% sequence homology with the murine nucleotide sequence. Protein 

sequences have been derived fiom these nucleotide sequences. At the amino acid level 

there is 73% homology between the human and murine sequences with most of the 

differences arising fiom conservative substitutions. 

Based on hydrophobicity data and a lack of a signai sequence, the membrane 

topology of both human and murine CD20 have been proposed (79, 83), but have not 



been confirmed experimentally. The proposed orientation of the CD20 homologs may be 

incorrect since signal sequences are not always necessary for extracellular localization of 

N-terminal regions (84-89). Both CD20 homologs are presumed to have intracellular N- 

and C-terminal domains, four transmembrane domains and extracelIuia. loops potentially 

between the first and second as well as the third and fourth transmembrane domains (79, 

83). Four cysteines are conserved between the homologs (79, 83). The two which are 

present in the proposed extracellular domain may form a disulfide bond (79). 

The human and murine CD20 wsmembrane and cytoplasmic regions are highly 

homologous. The predicted extraceIluIar regions are the least conserved having 66% 

homology (79). Sixteen of the forty four amino acid residues in the extracellular domain 

are non-homologous. Of these, only eight are non-conservative substitutions yet the anti- 

human CD20 mAbs do not recognize the murine form of CD20 (70). 

CD20 ligation can result m its rapid redistribution to detergent-insoluble 

microdomains otherwise known as lipid rafu (72). The degree of redistribution is 

dependent upon the ligating mAb (72). CD20 redismiution is dependent upon the 

membrane proximal residues 219-252 in the cytoplasmic C-terminal domain (90). This 

stretch of membrane proximal C-terminal residues includes a cysteine residue at position 

220 that is conserved in the other two mernbers of the CDZO family of related proteins, 

i.e., FcERIP and HTm4 (78, 91). The proximity of Cys220 to the inner leaflet of the 

plasma membrane makes it a potential site of reversible lipid modification by pahitoy1 

transferase. Palmitoylation is required for the caveolar localization of the Src family 



tyrosine kinase Hck and the endothelid nitric oxide synthase (92, 93), and is found on a 

number of other proteins in these microdomains, including several of the Ga signalmg 

proteins and caveolin, a stn~cturai protein of caveolae. However, mutation of Cys220 did 

not affect redistribution to lipid rafts. Although not required for CD20 redistribution, 

this cysteine residue may still be palmitoylated. Similarly, caveolin is palmitoylated, but 

this modification is not required for caveolar localization of caveolin (94). 

5. The Calcium Channel 

Its stmcture and hornooligomeric nature in conjunction with its ability to conduct 

calcium has made some investigators postulate that CD20 is a voltage independent 

calcium channel. Chemical cross-linking studies indicate that CD20 exists as a monomer, 

dimer and tetramer (95). Other well characterized ion channels including the rat brain 

sodium channel (96) and GABA, receptor chloride channel (97) span the membrane four 

times and are hornooligomeric (83,95). 

The evidence for CD20 as a caIciurn channel is controversial, CD20 mediated 

cumnt has been observed using whole cell patch clamp analysis of membrane 

conductance in both a B cell lineage as weU as m cells ectopically expressing CD20 (95, 

98,99). In at least two of the studies (95,98), the current observed is very small and the 

contribution of ions other than calcium cannot be excluded (personal communication of 

Dr. Deans with Dr. Deutsch). Other investigators have not been able to observe a CD20 

induced calcium current. A calcium current could not be observed with either stimulation 



of CD20 or depletion of intracellular calcium in both a B cell line and a CD20 transfected 

cell line as monitored using whole cell patch clamp analysis (personal communication of 

Dr. Deans with Dr. Deutsch; 100). However, there does appear to be a small current 

attributable to calcium in a CD20 transfected cell line compared to control which cannot 

be dismissed in one study (personal communication of Dr. Deans with Dr. Deutsch; 98). 

Intracellular calcium levels monitored using fluorescence microscopy indicated 

increased plasma membrane calcium permeability in CD20 transfected cells as compared 

to controls (95). As well, IF5 ligation of CD2O on a B cell line caused an acute change in 

the calcium current as observed using whole cell patch clamp (95), but not with 

fluorescence measurements (95, 101). B1 binding to CD20 on spleen B cells had no 

acute affect on inaacellular calcium (66), but had an affect on intracellular calcium levels 

on a B cell line after 24 hn treatment (95). Fluorescence studies demonstrated calcium 

flux at least part &om intracellular stores after treating Ramos B cells and normal 

peripheral blood B cells with cross-linked anti-CDZO mAb. Both 2H7 and IF5 increased 

intracellular calcium although the response was slightly weaker for 1 F5 (102). 

Based on these results, CD20 may or may not be a calcium channel. However, 

the results do indicate that CD20 enhances current activity and affects mtracellular 

calcium. There are several possibilities for its role including 1) CD2O is a olc5t.m channel, 

2) CD20 is associated with a channel thereby regulating calcium flux via an adjacent 

channel, or 3) CD20 stimulation initiates signals which modulate a calcium channel. 



E. Simrificance 

CD20 is a B cell integral membrane protein thought to regdate intracellular 

calcium and to be involved in B cell activation and control of antibody production. 

Evidence for its b c t i o n  has been acquired using antibody ligation of the extracellular 

domain of human CD20. Cross-blocking experiments have indicated the existence of only 

two overlapping extracellular epitopes, however, additional differences in h e  specificity 

are suggested by the variety of biochemical effects and biological responses induced by 

various anti-CD2O monoclonal antibodies (rnAbs) (Table 1.1). The variety of responses 

induced by the anti-CD20 mAbs are likely a result of unique conformational shifts in the 

protein induced upon ligation with subsequent changes in protein association and 

downstream signaling events. Understanding these differences and their consequences 

may aid in identifying the specific role of CD20 in the B cell and, in hlrn, in the humoral 

immune response. 

Table 1.1. Summary of Biochemical Effects and Biological Responses Induced by 
Different Anti-CD2O mAbs (NT = not tested) 

I I Anti-CD2O mAb I 

1 Induces CD20 redimibution I +-t I ttt+ 1 + I 

Activates resting B cells 
BIocks terminal differentiation 
induces B cell aameation 

I Induces B cell apoptosis (cross-linked) I ++++ I f++t 1 ++++ 1 

i+t+ 

ti++ 

- 

Precipitates CDZO from Lysate 
Co-precipitates p75/80 
Co-precipitates kinase activity 
Induces calcium flux (cross-linked) 

- 
++3-t 

- 

+I- 
+ 

- 
ttf+ 

i-tst 

+/- 
+ff+ 

i-4-i- 

+ 
t 

NT 
t I fc+-t 

- +t 



F. Boothesis 

The various anti-CD20 mAbs recognize unique discontinuous epitopes on adjacent 

molecules in the CD20 complex. 

G. Objectives: 

I. Sttucturuf Anaiysis 

I.1 Membrane Orientation: To confirm the membrane orientation of CD20 

1.2 CD20 C+ex: To confirm the size of the CD20 complex 

2. Epitope Mapping 

a) To determine whether the epitopes recognized by a panel of anti-CD2O mAbs are 

Iinear or discontinuous 

b) To identify the amino acid residues which comprise the epitopes of a panel of anti- 

C020 mAbs 



tI. MATERLALS AND METHODS - 

The following describes the various materials and methods which were used to 

address the objectives of my hypothesis. 

A. Cells and Antibodies 

Several cell lines and antibodies were utilized throughout my experiments. Raji 

lymphoblastoid B cells were grown in RPMI/S% fetal bovine serum (FBS). Molt4 T 

cells expressing stably transfected CD20 N- and C-terminal deletion mutants previously 

established in our laboratory were grown in RPMYlO%FBS, with 0.4 mg/rnl geneticin 

(Life Technologies, Gaithenburg, MD). HEK 293 cells used for transient transfection 

were grown in DMEMf 10% FBS. 

IF5 (IgGZa), 2H7 (IgG2b) and B 1 (IgG2a) CD2O-specific mAbs were used with 

the appropriate isotype controls. IF5 and 2H7 mAb were provided by Dr. J. Ledbetter 

(Bristol-Myers Squibb, Seattle, WA). B 1 mAb was purchased from Coulter. Antisera 

against the amino and carboxyl regions of CD20 (herein named anti-CD20N and anti- 

CD20C) were generated by immunizing rabbits with either ovalbumin (OVA) -conjugated 

CD2ON peptide (CMON-P; residues 25-41, SGPKPLFRRMSSLVGPT) or OVA- 

conjugated CDZOC peptide (CD20C-P; residues 231-245, SAEEKKEQTIEIKEE; 

peptides were provided by James Blake, Bristol-Myers Squib). The Abs were affinity 

purified using the Pierce Sulfolink Kit (Rockford, IL) and used for immunofluorescence, 

Ernmunoprecipitation and immunobIoaing. Antisera against another carboxyl t d a i  



peptide (referred to as anti-CD2OC2) was generated in our laboratory against GST- 

conjugated CD20C2 peptide (CD20C2; residues 280-297, PEPPZDQESSPIENDSSP) 

and used for immunoblotthg. In the velocity gradient experiments, PLCy rnAb 

(Transduction Laboratories, Lexington, KY) and anti-gpl30 Ab provided by Dr. Steve 

Robbins (University of Calgary, Calgary, Canada) were used for controls. 

B. Mutagenesis and Transfections 

Seved  CD20 truncation mutants and extracellular domain mutants were utilized 

in various experiments. 

I. Cytoplasmic Deletion Mutants 

The cytoplasmic deletion mutants in which residues 149, 219-252 or 253-297 

were removed (referred to as NA1-49, CA219-252 and CA253-297) were developed 

previously in our laboratory (71,90). 

2. Eitraceillular Domar'n Mutants 

Extracellular domain mutants for the epitope mapping studies were generated 

using overlap extension PCR using internal primer pairs (Tables 3 and 4) and either 

human CD20 cDNA template (to generate CD20 Mutants 1-7), Mutant 7 cDNA 

template (to generate human CD20 with a murine extracellular domain, referred to as 

dhCD20, and Mutants A and C) or mmCD20 template (to generate Mutants B and D). 



Outside primers used were 5'-ATAATGAATTCATTGAGCCTCm-3 ' (5' primer 

that includes a unique EcoRI restriction site at position 45 1 of the CD2O cDNA) and 5'- 

AATCACTTAAGGAGAGCT-3 ' (3 ' primer that includes a unique AflII site at position 

983). 

For the negative binding studies, the extracellular domain of human CD20 was 

converted stepwise toward murine (Mutants 1-7) using the internaI primer pain shown in 

Table U.1. For the positive binding studies, the human extracellular domain was 

converted to murine using the internal primer pairs listed and then the murine sequence 

was systematically humanized (Mutants A-D) using the internal primer pairs shown in 

Table II.2. The PCR fkgrnents were digested with EcoRI and AflII, then cloned into 

pBluescript containing human CD20 cDNA insert fiom which the EcoRVAflII w e n t  

had been excised. The sequence of each construct was confinned prior to subcloning into 

the XhoWotI site of the pCDM8 mammalian expression vector. 

3. Transient Transfedon of Ejdracellular Domain Mutant cDNA 

HEK 293 cells grown to -50% confluence in 10 an tissue culture plates (Fakon) 

were transiently transfected with CD20 extracellular domain wild type and mutant 

constructs by the calcium phosphate method. 20 pg DNA was brought up to 450 final 

volume with sterile ddH20. 50 p1 2.5 M CaClt was added to the diluted DNA to a final 

concentration of 250 mM. The DNA-CaC12 mixture was then slowly bubbled into an 



Table II.1. Extracellular Domain Mutants used in the Negative Binding Strategy: 
Internal Primer Pairs Converting Human CD20 Extracellular Domain to Muriae 

I Mutant I Forward 5' Primer I Reverse 3' Primer I 
Mutant I (KVTL) 5'-CTT AAT ATT ACA 5'-A ATG GGA AAAG 

CTT TCC CAT-3' TGT AAT ATT AAG-3' 
Mutant 2 (ESIRR) 5'-TTA AAG ATG AGG 5'-AA A T  CAG TCT 

AGA CTG AAT TT-3' CCT CAT CTT TAA-3' 
5'-GAG AGT CTG GAG C TCT M T  AAG CTC 
CTT ATT AGA G-3' I CAG ACT CTC3' 

Mutant 4 (RAHVQTSK) 

5'-GT G A 4  CCA TCT 5'-CTC AGA GGA ATT 
AAT TCC TCT GAG-3' I AGA TGG TTC AC-3' 

Mutant5(MYNNDIYD) 

5'-C CAA TAC TGT AAC 5'-G TAT GCT GTT ACA 
AGC ATA C-3' I GTA TTG G-3' 

5'-G AAT TTC ATT CAA 
ACT TCC AAA CCA 
TAT ATT-3' 

Table II.2. Extracellular Domain Mutants used in the Positive Binding Strategy: 
Internal Primer Pain Converti*ng entire Human CDZO Extracellular Domain to 
Murine and Converting mhCD2O Stepwise Toward Human 

5'-AAT ATA TGG TTT 
GGA AGT TTG AAT 
GAA ATT C-3' 

5'-CA CCA TAT GTT 
GAC ATA TAC GAC 
TGT GAA CC-3' 

Mutant 
mhCD20 

5'-GG TTC ACA GTC 
GTA TAT GTC AAC 
ATA TGG TG-3' 

Forward 5' Primer 
5'-TA AA ATG AGG AGA CTG 
GAG CTT ATT CAA ACT TCC 
AAA CCA TAT GTT GAC ATC 
TAC GAC TGT GAA CCA TCT 
AAT TCC TCT GAG-3 ' 
5'-A CCA TAT GTT GAC ATC 
TAC GAC TGT GAA CCA TCT 
AAT TCC TCT GAG-3' 
5'-CA TAT ATT AAC ATC TAC 
AAC TG-3' 
5'-TA AAA ATG AGG AGA 
CTG GAG CTT ATT CAA ACT 
TCC AAA CCA TAT GTT GAC 
ATC TAC GAC TGT GAA C-3' 
5'-CA TCT AAT CCC TCT GAG- 
7' 

Reverse 3 ' Primer 
5'-ATA TGG TTT GGA AGT 
TTG AAT AAG CTC CAG TCT 
CCT CAT TTT TAA AAA ATG 
AGA AAG TGT AAT A n  AAG- 
3' 
~ ' -CTC A G A  GGA ATT AGA 
TGG TTC ACA GTC GTA GAT 
GTC AAC ATA CGG T-3' 
5'CA GTT GTA GAT GTT AAT 
ATA TG-3' 

-- 

Same as for murine/human CD20 

5'-CTC - AGA GGG ATT AGA 
TG-3 ' 



equal volume of 500 pI 2X HEPES buffer (280 mM NaCI, 50 rnM HEPES, 1.5 m M  

Na2HP04) and left for no more than 5 min to precipitate before transfern-ng to a HEK 293 

culture plate. Two to three days post-transfection, cells were washed 2X with 

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; 140 mM NaCI, 2.5 mM KCI, 10 m M  Na2HP04, 2 m M  

KH2P04), lifted off the culture plates and, in most cases, divided for analysis of construct 

expression by western blot analysis and of antibody binding by FACs analysis. 

For the negative binding strategy, Ab binding values were normalized for 

expression. One-third of cells of each transfectant were lysed in 0.5% Triton X-100 

including inhibitors described in Sample Reparation. Total protein concentration of each 

sample was determined by modified Lowry method using a Biorad Protein assay Kit. 

Equal amounts of  protein were separated by SDS-PAGE and andysed by anti-CD2ON 

immunoblot. Equal protein loading was c o n k e d  by Coomassie stain. Densitometry 

was performed on CD20 bands and used for normalization of median fluorescence values 

obtained by FACs analysis of the same transfected cells. 

Antibody binding as measured by median fluorescence was normalized to 

expression as follows. 

Net median fluorescence = [Total median flurorescence (anti-CD2O mAb)] - Votal 
median fluorescence (isotype rnAb)] 

Ratio of mutant CD20 construct expressed compared to wiId type: 

Ratio = [relative densiq [mutant)] 
[relative density (wild type)] 



Fluorescence adjusted for CD20 construct expression: 

Adjusted median fluorescence = net median fluorescence X 1 
Irelative densitv (mutant)] 
[relative density (wild type)] 

To normalize binding to mutant CD20 construct with binding to wild type set at 100: 

Normal median fluorescence = radiusted median fluorescence1 X 100 
[wild type net median fluorescence] 

For the positive binding strategy, cell surface expression of constructs was 

confirmed using proteinase K digest of intact cells and subsequent western blot analysis 

as described later- 

C, Immunofluorescence 

Cells were suspended and incubated in EWMUS% FBS or PBS/Z% FBS with anti- 

CD20 or control Abs, washed once, and resuspended in 100 pl ( M O O )  dilution of either 

FITC-conjugated rabbit anti-mouse IgG (Southern Biotechnology Associares, 

Birmingham, AL) or FITC-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG (ICN, Costa Mesa, CA) as 

appropriate. As a component of the epitope mapping mdies, LF5, ZH7 and B 1 mAbs 

were preincubated with a vast excess of peptide containing a stretch of the least 

conserved amino acids in the extracellular domain (residues 142- 1 5 1 ; ESLNFIRAHT) for 

30 min at 37'C. For intracellular staining, Raji B cells (1 X lo6 cells/sampie) were 

permeabilized with 0.05% saponin in RPMI/S% FBS for 30 min on ice. Subsequent Ab 

incubation and wash steps were performed as described above, except m the presence of 

0.01% saponin. For the peptide inbriition studies, anti-CMON and anti-CDZOC Abs 



were preincubated with the imm-g peptides CMON-P a n d ' ~ ~ 2 0 ~ - P ,  respectively, 

for 3 h at room temperature. Immunofluorescence of all samples was measured using a 

FACScan cytorneter (Becton Dickinson, Mountain View, CA). 

D. Tmsin and Proteinase K Digests 

To c o b  CD20 membrane orientation, aypsin and proteinase K digests were 

performed on intact Raji cells. Proteinase K digests were also used to confirm ceU surface 

expression of mutants transiently expressed in HEK 293 cells. Raji cells (2 X lo6 

/sample) were washed and resuspended in 50 rnM Tris-HC1 (pH 7-59, then incubated 

alone or with trypsin (0.2 WpI) for 15 min on ice. For proteinase K digests, cells were 

washed and resuspended in PBS, then incubated alone or with 12.5 pM Proteinase K for 

15 min on ice. Protease inhibitors (4mM Pefabloc (Boehringer Mannheim, Laval, 

Quebec), 1ccg/mI aprotinin, lpg/mI leupeptin, and 1 m M  PMSF) were added to halt 

digestion. Samples were then rapidly centrifitged, and the supernatants were aspirated. 

Cell pellets were lysed directly in 2X sample buffer, heated to 100°C for 5 min, and 

loaded on 1 2.5% po 1 yacrylamide gels (4 X 1 0' cell equivalentsflane). 

E. Samele Preparation 

Cells were washed, pelleted and lysed on ice for 15 min m either 0.5% Triton X- 

100 lysis buffer (immunoprecipitation and transient transfection) or 1% Triton X-100 

(sucrose density gradient) or 1% digitonin/MBS (sucrose density gradient; MBS; I50 



mM NaCI, 25 m M  MES (pH 6.5)) containing protease inhibitors (1cl9/mI aprotinin, 

I pg,/ml leupeptin, imM NaMoO?, i rnM NaV04, I m M  PMSF, ImM EDTA). Because 

CD20 can form higher order oligomers via reactive cysteine residues under non-reducing 

conditions, 100 m M  iodoacetarnide was also included in the velocity gradient experiments 

using digitonin to prevent non-specific post-lysis difsulfide bond formation. EDTA was 

omitted in the sucrose density gradient experiments while 2rnM CaCl2 was added since 

EDTA chelates divalent cations which could be required for stabilizing the CD20 

complex. Samples were centrifbged to pellet the insoluble material. The lysate was 

transferred to clean tubes and either homogenized for gradients (see below), mixed with 

2X sample buffer or imrnunoprecipitated. For the imrnunoprecipitation experiments, 

lysate was incubated overnight with or without antibody and then rotated with protein A 

sepharose beads for 1 - 2 h at 4°C. The beads were spun down and washed 3X with lysis 

buffer and 1X with PBS. Precipitated protein was eluted in reducing 2X sample buffer. 

Samples were heated at 100°C for 5 min prior to loading on 10% SDS-PAGE gels. 

Biotin labeling experiments were conducted to identify the components of the 

CD20 complex. CelI d a c e  proteins of intact Raji cells (1 X 10' ceIls/sample) were 

biotinylated using 40 pg E-Z link Sulfo-NHS-LC-Biotin (Pierce) for I0 m i .  at room 

temperature. Cells were washed four times with lXPBS and then lysed in 1% 

di@tonin/MBS containing inhibitors as listed above for sample. preparation. For 

biotinylation of total cellular protein, Raji cells were first lysed in 1% digitonin contain& 

the appropriate inhibitors. The Iysare was incubated with 75 pg E-Z link Sulfa-MIS- 



Biotin for 30 min on ice. The reaction was quenched with 1M TRIS, pH 7.5 for 15 min 

on ice. Samples were pre-cleared three times for one hour with protein A sepharose 

beads and non-immune rabbit IgG and then immunoprecipitated as described above. 

Velocity gradient centdigation was undertaken to investigate the size of the 

CD20 complex and the requirement for cytoplasmic domains in its formation. Raji B 

cells or Molt4 T cells expressing CD20 constructs (5 X 107 cells/sarnple) were lysed in 

either 1 % Triton X-100 or 1% digitonin/MBS including inhibitors as mentioned above. 

The lysate was layered onto a 540% sucrose gradient containing either 1% Triton X-100 

or 1% digitonin and inhibitors as appropriate and then centrifueed at 57000 rpm for 17 

hrs at 4OC using a SW 41 rotor (Beckman). 0.5mL or ImL fractions were collected from 

the top of the gradient. The first fraction taken from each gradient was designated 

fraction one with subsequent fractions increasing in number. Samples were mixed with 

2X sample buffer, heated as above and analysed on 7.5% or 10% SDS-PAGE gels 

followed by immunoblot Protein MW standards, run simultaneously on an adjacent 

gradient, were treated similarly. A protein of the approximate molecular wei&t of 

monomeric CD20, ie OVA (45 kDa) was used as the molecular weight standard for Triton 

X- 100 gradients. The molecular weight standards carbonic anhydrase (29 kDa), bovine 

serum albumin (66 kDa), alcohol dehydrogenase (150 kDa), beta amylase (200 kDa) 

(SIGMA gel fiItration molecular weight markers) were used for determining the molecdar 

weight of the CD20 complex in the digitonin gradients. Western blot andysis and 



coomassie staining was used to determine the hctions containing CD20 and the 

molecular weight standards, respectively. 

G. SDS-PAGE. Coomassie Staining and Immunobloting 

Samples were separated by SDS-PAGE under non-reducing or reducing conditions 

and transferred to Imrnobilon P (Millipore, Bedford, MA) membranes prior to either 

Coomassie staining or immunoblotting. Prestained MW markers (Life Technologies or 

New England Biolabs (Beverly, MA)) were run on each gel. For Coomassie staining, 

membranes were stained with Coomassie Blue Stain (0.1% Coomassie Blue, 10% glacial 

acetic acid, 50% methanol) for 2 - 5 rnin, destained (10% glacial acetic acid 50% 

methanol) for 1 mi. and then for additional 2 - 5 min. Immunoblots were blocked for a 

minimum of 1 hr S%BSA/TTBS, incubated with anti-CDZON, anti-CDZOC or anti- 

CD20C2 Abs for 3 h. After washing the membranes, bound Abs were detected with 

protein A-horseradish peroxidase (Bio-Rad, Richmond, CA). Biotinylated proteins were 

detected using avidin-horseradish peroxidase (Southern Biotechnology, Birmingham, AL). 

Proteins were visualized using enhanced chemilumhescence (Pierce) recorded on Kodak 

X-OMAT fiIm (Eastman Kodak, Rochester, NY). 



ILI. CD20 MEMBRANE ORIENTATION ' 

A. Introduction 

For the epitope mapping studies, the residues present in the CD20 extracellular 

domain had to be confirmed. Human CD20 and its rnurine equivalent, Ly-44, have been 

cloned, and their genetic sequences have been characterized (82, 103-105). Based on 

hydrophobicity data and the lack of a signal sequence, CD20 was predicted ro have 

intracellular N- and C-termini, four transmembrane spans (TMId), an extraceilula. loop 

between TM3 and TM4 and a possible short loop between TM 1 and TM2 (82, 104). 

Also, since signal sequences are not always necessary for extracellular localization of N- 

terminal regions (84-89), the predicted membrane orientation of CD20 required 

confirmation. 

A variety of methods for determining the membrane ropology of integral 

membrane proteins have been described in the literature. A method which has been used 

extensively is the protease digestion of exposed peptide residues on intact cells or in vitro 

translated protein embedded in microsornal membranes. This involves the use of a 

membrane-impermeable protease and subsequent analysis of digest hgrnents by SDS- 

PAGE and Western blot analysis. For example, the membrane orientation predicted by 

hydropathy plot analysis of the tetraspan family member CD8l (TAPA-I) was 

confirmed by in vitro translation of [s3']-labeled protein in the presence of microsornaI 

membranes and subsequent proteolysis. Based on the size of the redting fhgments as 



visualized by Western blot, it was concluded that CD81 had intracellular N- and C- 

terminal regions, four transmembrane domains and two extracellular loops (1 06). 

Another method for determining the membrane topology of integral membrane 

proteins is the insertion of N-glycosylation sites into the protein sequence. This method 

is useful since only those sites which will be exposed at the cell surface can be 

glycosylated. Constructs where N-glycosylation consensus sequences have been 

introduced are expressed in mammalian cells. Changes in plycosylation indicating 

extracellular localization would be reflected by shifts in the molecular weight of the 

protein after SDS-PAGE and Western blot analysis. The predicted membrane topology 

of the glycine transporter GLYTI was refbted using this method (107). 

Epitope insertion has been utilized in determining the topology of more 

complicated integral membrane proteins. This method involves the insertion of a mall 

antigenic peptide epitope in predicted intracellular or extracellular loops of the protein. 

The full-length mutant constructs are expressed in mammalian cells. The position of the 

inserted epitope is then determined by immunofluorescence of intact or permeabilized 

cells using epitope-specific antibodies. The topology of mouse P-giycoprotein containing 

twelve putative transmembrane domains was finally confinned using this method after a 

variety of other techniques gave inconsistent results (108). 

The membrane topology of the integral membrane protein VIP21 was confirmed 

by utilizing existing epitopes. Instead of incorporating epitopes into the protein, 

anti'bodies were generated against peptide secpences in its N- and C-terminal domains. 

AfEnity purified N- and C-terminal antibodies were then used m determining the 



intracellular localization of their epitopes following immunofluorescence of intact and 

pemeabilized cells (1 09). 

Two of these methods were utilized to con& the membrane orientation of 

CD20. In this study, Abs generated against peptides in the N- and C-terminal regions of 

CD20 were used for immunofluorescence of pemeabilized cells and for Western blot 

analysis of protease digest hgments fiom intact cells. 

B. Results 

I .  Specifcity of CD2ON and CD20C Abs 

To determine the membrane orientation of CD20, Abs against known epitopes 

were generated in rabbits by immunization with OVA-conjugated CD20 N and C region 

peptides. The resulting antisera, anti-CD2ON and anti-CDZOC, were afinity purified and 

tested for specificity before use in membrane orientation studies. Specificity was 

confirmed in three ways. First, both antisera detected proteins of 33 to 35 kDa m 

imrnunoblots of whole cell lysates derived from Raji B cells (Fig- III.1A). CD20 

migrates on SDS-PAGE as a single band, a doublet or a triplet depending upon the 

quantity of protein present and the resolving power of the gel. The differently migrating 

species are the result of differential se~e/threonine phosphorylation (76). Preincubation 

of the Abs with the i m m d g  peptides inhibited binding, while incubation with 

irrelevant peptides did not (Figure m.lA). Second, immunoprecipitation with anti- 

CMON and detection by immunobioning with anti-CDZOC demonstrated that both Abs 

recowed  epitopes on the same protein (Fiagure m.lB). Third, both Abs specifidly 



recognized CD20 ectopically expressed by transfection in the dolt-4 T cell line (Figure 

m. lc). 

2. Confirmation of the Membrane Orientdtbn of CD2O 

Localization of the N- and C-terminal regions of CD20 was assessed by indirect 

irnmuno fluorescence using intact and membrane-permeabilized Raj i B cells. CDZON and 

CD2OC Abs did not recognize CD20 on intact cells (Figure IILZ). However, after 

permeabilization there was a specific increase in intracellular staining by both anti- 

CDZON and anti-CD2OC Abs that was prevented by pre-incubation of the Abs with 

immunizing peptide. Effective permeabilization of the cells was confirmed by the 

detection of the cytoplasmic Src family tyrosine kinase Lyn only after the 

permeabilization procedure (data not shown). Since the epitopes recognized by anti- 

CD2ON and anti-CDZOC were accessible only after permeabilization, these data confirm 

the intracellular location of both the N- and C-terminal regions of CD20. 

The intracellular location of both termini indicates that CD20 must assume one of 

three possible topologies relative to the plasma membrane (see Figure m.3). Protease 

digestion of intact cells was performed to evaluate the number and the locations of 

extracellular loops. Complete digestion of extracellular regions would be expected to 

result m either 8- or 15kDa N-terminal hgments depending on whether the polypeptide 

is exposed at the cell d a c e  on the carboxyl side of TM1. For these studies we used 

both trypsin, which cuts specifically on the carboxylic acid side of arginine or lysine, and 

the nonspecific protease protemase K to treat intact Raji B cells as descriibed in Materials 



and Methods. There is no trypsin digest site present in the putative loop between TM 1 

and TM2, and four sites in the hydrophilic region between TM3 and TM4. Thenfore, 

the presence of an extracellular TM 1-TMt loop (Figure IIL3ii) would be expected to 

generate approximately 15- and 8-kDa N-terminal fragments by w s i n  and proteinase K, 

respectively. Further, there are four trypsin sites in the short hydrophilic stretch 

between TM2 and TM3. These sites would only be exposed in the two 

~rnembrane/one extracellular loop model (Figure III.3) and would also generate a 

significantly larger trypsin fragment compared with proteinase K. The only topology 

that would generate 15-kDa fkgments after digestion with either trypsin or proteinase K 

is shown in Figure IIL3iii. 

The size of the smallest N-terminal fragment generated by digestion of intact cells 

with either trypsin or proteinase K was slightly >I 5 kDa (Figure III.4), indicating that the 

protein does not exit to the cell surface between TM1 and TM3, and that there is a single 

extracellular loop between TM3 and TM4 (Figure m.3iii). Recognition of more than one 

band in both the trypsin- and proteinase K-digested samples by CD2ON Ab is probably 

due to serindthreonine phosphorylation as seen in the intact protein. Incomplete 

digestion by trypsin may account for the third and largest N-teRninal fkgment derected 

Fragments obtained after proteinase K digestion were slightly smaller than that obtained 

after trypsin digestion, as expected due to clipping of a few extra residues between the 

most N-terminal nypsin cut site and the outer leaflet of the plasma membrane. 

The size ofthe C-terminal fragments (-21 kDa) r d t i n g  from digestion by either 

trypsin or proteinase K significantIy exceeded the expected size (14 kDa), but is too large 



to be accounted for by incomplete digestion of the e ~ c e l l u l a r  loop. The discrepancy in 

size may be attributable to post-translational modifications in the C-terminal region, such 

as phosphorylation and/or acylation, or to SDS-resistant protein-protein interactions 

o c c ~ g  after digestion. There are multiple potential phosphorylation sites in the 

cytoplasmic C-terminal region and CD20 is known to be phosphorylated constitutively 

(1 10, 1 1 l), and the level of phosphorylation is increased upon activation with phorbol 

esters (PMA) or Abs directed against surface IgM (1 1 1- 1 14). The phosphate groups 

present constitutively or resulting from post-digest phosphorylation may have affected 

the migration of the CD20 C-terminal digest fragment. 

As well, the membrane proximal C-terminal residues 219-251 required for 

redistribution includes a cysteine residue at position 220 which may be a site for 

palmitoylation. Although palmitoylation of this cysteine residue is not required for 

CD20 redistribution, this cysteine residue may be palmitoyiated thereby affecting the 

migration of the C-terminal digest fragment. 

The results of this study have been published (90). 

C. Discussion 

Since the epitopes recognized by anti-CD2ON and anti-CDZOC were not 

destroyed by protease digestion, these results, together with those in Figure m.2, codinn  

their mtracelldar location. Data &om extracellular protease digestion analyses c o b  a 

four-TM domain topology with a siugIe extraceIIuIar loop between TM3 and TM4, in 

agreement with the hydropathy prediction. 
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FLUORESCENCE INTENSITY 

FIGURE m.2. Anti-CDZON and anti-CDZOC Abs recognize intraceilular 

epitopes. Lndirect immunofluorescence was performed on untreated and 

saponin-permeabilized Raji B cells. Dashed line profiles show binding of 

the mC-labeled secondary Ab alone. Solid line profiles show binding of 

the primary Abs indicated. 



iii 

FIGURE m. 3. CD20 topology. Only three topologic orientations (i-iii) 

of CD20 are possible with intracellular N- and C-termini and a long 

hycirophific stretch proximal to the most C-terminal transmembrane span. 

Complete digestion of extracellular regions would yield N-terminal 

fra,gnents @old lines) of the sizes indicated. Protease digestion data 

supports the topology shown in iii. 



FIGURE III. 4. Trypsin and proteinase K digests of CD20. 

Raji B cells were either untreated (lanes I and 4) or digested 

with trypsin (Ianes 2 and 5) or proteinase K (lanes 3 and 6) 

before lysis. Samples were separated on 12.5% SDS-PAGE 

and immunoblotted with anti-CD20N or anti-CD20C Ab as 

shown. 



W .  CD20 COMPLEX 

A. Introduction 

As described in chapter I, the various effects of the mAbs directed against the 

extracellular region suggest a more complex fine specificity of rnAb binding than 

previously recognized. Since there are few differences between murine and human CD20, 

it is possible that some cpitopes could be composed of residues on adjacent molecules. If 

the epitopes span adjacent molecuies, then there are two possibilities for the composition 

of these epitopes. 1) The epitopes could be composed of pre-existing complexes or 2) 

CD20 molecules aggregate upon mAb binding. The various antibodies could recognize or 

cause aggregation into different populations of CD2O complexes. To examine the size and 

complexity of CD20 prior to rnAb ligation, velocity gradient centrihgation was utilized. 

Velocity gradient centrifbgation is a method whereby native protein complex size 

is determined by its localization to regions of similar density in a Linear sucrose gradient 

afier solubilization in detergent This method has been used to determine the size of 

several transmembrane protein complexes including stomatin ( 1 1 5) and MAL otigorners 

(1 16) and to examine the composition of the epithelial Na+ channel (1 17). Solubilizing 

detergent is present in the _gradient to prevent its dilution and thereby non-specific 

aggregation of proteins. 

Protein complex preservation is dependent upon the detergent and the nature of 

the protein-protein interactions in the complex. As a result, detergents Werentidly 

preserve the complexity of transmembrane and associated proteins. For example, the 



BCR complex, surfiace 1-gM (sIgM) or sIgD with Iga and I$, is labile in NP-40 ( 1 18, 

1 19), but is preserved in digitonin (120). Association of additional components such as 

lyn are preserved in octyl glucoside ( 12 1 ). 

As well, the detergent-dependence of the tetraspan web has aided in elucidating its 

organization. The tetraspan web is comprised of tetraspan superfamily members 

including CD9, CD53, CD63, CD8 1 and CD82 in multirnolecular complexes with 1 

integrins and MHCII ( 122). These associated molecules were identified by co- 

precipitation with the tetraspans in mild detergents such as Brij 97 or CHAPS (122). The 

association of the tetraspans CD8 1 and C D 1 5 1 with integins are maintained in digitonin, 

however, the association between integrins and other tetraspan family members are 

disrupted (123). This suggests that the other tetraspans interact with integrins via CDS 1 

and CD151. 

The CD19 complex, including CD21 and the tetraspan CD8 1, is involved in the 

amplification of B cell activation signals (25, 24). In the presence of Brij97, CDL9 was 

shown to be associated with additional tetraspan molecules CD9 and CD82. The 

association of CD 19 with both CD9 and CD82 was disrupted in digitonin, while its 

association with CD81 was maintained -esting that its association with those two 

tetraspans is via CD8 1 (124). 



B, Results 

I. CD20 is a monomer in Triton XlOO 

Previous chemical cross-linking studies indicated that CD20 may exist as a 

monomer, dimer and tetramer (95). In order to examine the CD20 complexes present in 

Triton X-100, proteins in Raji cell lysate were hctionated by velocity _pdient 

centrifugation. CD20 localized to fractions corresponding to the size of a monomer when 

compared to molecular weight standards run simultaneously on an adjacent _mdient 

(Figure IV. 1). 

I. CD2O a ' s t s  as a -2OOkDa oligorneric complex in digironin 

.The existence of CD20 as a monomer under non-denaturing conditions in the 

presence of Triton X-100 was not consistent with the chemical cross-linking results. As 

mentioned previous iy , the structural integrity of transmembrane protein complexes is 

detergent-dependent. Detergents which are less able to solubilize membranes are more 

capable of maintaining the inte&gity of transmembrane protein complexes implying that 

the remaining lipid is responsible for complex stability (125). The mild detergent 

digitonin is stringent enough to disrupt major oligorneric complexes which are kept intact 

in other mild detergents (lu), but can maintain the integrity of complexes which are labile 

in harsh detergents (1 18, 1 19, 12 1). As mentioned previously, the BCR complex is one 

such example where the complex is kept intact in digitonin or f3 octyl glucoside (121), but 

not m NP-40 (1 18,119). Since this complex could be maintained in digitonin, complexes 



sensitive to harsh detergents including Triton X- 100 could possibly be maintained in 

digitonin. As a result, digitonin was then utilized to examine the size of the CD20 

complex. 

Raji cells lysed in digitonin were fractionated on a sucrose gradient containing 

digitonin. The results showed that CD20 localized to a Fraction corresponding to greater 

than 150 kDa when compared to the cytoplasmic internal control PLCy and of -200 kDa 

when compared to molecular weight standards run in an adjacent gradient (Figure IV.2). 

Although sucrose gradients have been successfully used to distinguish several species of 

complex including monomers, dimes, and tehamers (ie. MAL) (1 16), only a single CD20 

complex was detected. In order to c o n f i  that this was not an artefact of the detergent, 

the same samples were examined to determine whether gp 130, a transmembrane cytokine 

receptor component that exists as a 130 kDa monomer when unaimulated, migrated as a 

monomer. Indeed, gpI3O fractionated to regions of the _pdient corresponding to less 

than 150 kDa (data not shown). 

This result supports the existence of CD20 tetramers as shown by chemical 

cross-linking, but not of CD20 monomers or dirners. There are possibly two reasons for 

this result 1) The conditions used in the chemical cross-linking studies may have been 

less stringent &an those utilized in the velocity gradient experiments to dlow for the 

identification of the CD20 complex constituents. Indeed, preliminary studies have 

indicated that CD20 is capable of forming dimen under non-reducing conditions in vitro 

(Figure IV.3). It is very possible that the tetramers observed m the velocity gradient 



experiments are dimers of such dimers. 2) The concentration and/or nature of detergent 

used in our studies may not have allowed the various populations to be distinguished. 

Other studies, however, have shown that the majority of protein associations are 

disrupted in digitonin ( 117, 17 1, 124) suggesting this detergent is more stringent than 

others and that the size of the CD20 complex is correct. 

3. CD20 cytoplasmic regions are not required for complex formation 

Previously in our laboratory, it was demonstrated that CD20 redistribution to 

lipid rafts is dependent upon the cytoplasmic membrane proximal amino acids 219 to 252 

in the C-terminal region (90). To determine whether these or other cytoplasmic residues 

might be involved in CD20 complex formation, several already established cytoplasmic 

deletion mutants stably expressed in Mol t4  T cells were tested for their ability to form 

complexes (Figure IV.4). The deletion construct lacking the entire N-terminal 

cytoplasmic legion (NA1-49) was detected using the polyclonal anti-CDZOC? antibody. 

Since a mutant lacking the entire C-terminal region could not be expressed successfblly, 

the effect of the C-terminal region was examined using two constructs, CA219-252 and 

CA253-297, that were detected in immunoblots using the polyclonal anti-CDZOCZ and 

anti-CD20N antibody, respectively. If any of these regions is involved in CD20 complex 

formation, then CD20 mutant complex localization would be affected d e g  velocity 

gradient centdigation after solubihtion in digitonin. 



Velocity gradient centrifigation of the deletion mutants demonstrated no 

substantial effect on complex size. The slight shifts observed reflected the differences in 

the molecular weight of the CDZO mutants. Deletion of the membrane distal forty-five 

amino acid residues in the C-terminal region (CA253-297) had no effect on CDZO complex 

formation as this deletion mutant localized to a fraction corresponding to -200 kDa 

(Figure IV.5). 

Both NA1-49 and CA219-252 migrated primarily in a fraction corresponding to 

-200kDa, however, a minor population (-9%) of each of these mutants appear to have 

migrated at a molecular weight corresponding to monomers or dimers suggesting these 

regions may be involved in complex formation. It is possible that the presence of this 

minor population may represent non-specific binding of the anti-CD'OC:! antibody. This 

issue could have been addressed by preincubating the antibody with immunizing peptide 

followed by immunoblot of the same samples to determine the specificity of these bands. 

Regardess of the possibly minor role of the N-terminal and membrane proximal C- 

terminal residues, these results suggest that the cytoplasmic domains are not essential for 

CD20 complex formation. 

4. a 2 0  complex ir comprisedpn'man'& of CD20 with a -45kDtz minor component 

In order to identify the components of the CD20 complex, either cell surface 

proteins or whole cell proteins of Raji B cells were biotinylated before 

immtmoprecipitation of CDZO. To examine the presence of proteins with extraceIIuIar 



domains in the complex, intact Raji cells were biotinylated, lysed in digitonin and then 

immunoprecipitated with anti-CDZON antibody. Comparison of the anti-CD2ON 

precipitated sample with sample precipitated with sepharose beads alone or with non- 

immune rabbit LgG negative controls indicated that no biotinylated transmembrane species 

co-precipitated with CD20 (Figure tV.6, left panel). Since reblotting with anti-CD2ON 

antibody confirmed that CD20 was precipitated, this suggested that CD20 and possibly 

other proteins present in the complex are poorly cell-SUrf'ace biotinylated as a result of 

either absence of an extracellular domain or have few amino residues avaiIable for 

biotiny lation. 

Poor cell surface biotinylation of CD20 is consistent with numerous experiments 

conducted in our lab. Although we had demonstrated CD20 has a single extracellular 

loop(90), its forty-four amino acid extracellular domain is small and contains only four 

primary amines available for reaction with the biotin derivative. Of these primary amines, 

one is presumably even less accessible than the others because of its proximity to the 

membrane. Not only does CD20 have few primary arnines available for biotinyiation, its 

small extracellular domain is even less accessl'ble to the biotin derivative since most other 

B cell d a c e  proteins have substantially larger extracellular domains. As a result, 

although CD20 is a trammembrane protein, cell d a c e  biotinylation would not 

necessarily allow it to be identified as such. Similarly, cell surface proteins associated 

with CD20 may also be poorly biotinylated or, conversely, there may not be any 

transmembrane proteins present in the complex. BionhyIation should have been 

controiled for by immunoprecipitating a transmembrane protein known to have a large 



extracellular domain with many biotin-reactive residues such-as CD45 or MHCII, 

however, this procedure has consistently yielded strongly biotinylated CD45 and MHCII 

product in other experiments in this lab. 

In order to examine the proteins involved in the complex, total Raji cell digitonin 

lysate was biotinylated and then imrnunoprecipitated. Despite pre-clearing the lysate 

three times with protein A sepharose beads and non-immune rabbit IgG, many 

biotinylared proteins were non-specifically precipitated with anti-CD2ON antibody as 

compared with sample precipitated with either protein A sepharose beads or non-immune 

rabbit IgG alone. Two proteins were precipitated specifically with anti-CDZON antibody 

(Figure IV.6, right panel). The primary biotinylated protein was -33 kDa in size. A very 

faintly biotinylated protein of -4jkDa in size was also present. Western blot analysis 

confirmed the presence of CD2O. These results indicate that the major component of the 

CD20 complex is likely CD20 suggesting a homooligomer. A minor -45kDa component 

also appears to be present in the complex. 

C. Discussion 

I. m O  CompIex: Real or Detergent Artefact? 

CD20 exists in a -200 kDa compIex probably comprised of at least four 33 kDa 

CD20 monomers with a minor -45 kDa component. The CD20 complex was labile in 

Triton X-100, but maintained in digitonin. Although the aggregation of CD20 may be an 

artefact of the detergent, there are several arguments to support the result 



The ability of a transmembrane protein complex to be kept intact is partially 

dependent upon the detergent utilized to solubilize the plasma membrane. Detergents 

that are most effective at solubilizing plasma membranes are also most success~l  at 

disrupting complexes. This implies that the lipid remaining after detergent solubilization 

plays an imponant role in complex stabilization (125). 

The harsh non-ionic detergent Triton X-LOO was more effective at solubilizing the 

plasma membrane in this case and, thereby, disrupted the CD20 complex. Digitonin is a 

mild non-ionic detergent which permeabilizes plasma membranes by complexing 

membrane cholesteroi and other unconjugated P-hydroxysterols when used at 

concentrations of 0.0 1% to 0.1% (126). In the velocity gradient experiments conducted 

here as well as in the literature, a higher concentration of 1% digitonin was utilized to 

isolate and maintain transmembrane protein complexes. Examples include the dopamine 

DI receptor complex (127) and the BCR complex (120). Although other mild detergents 

such as Brij97 and CHAPS also have been utilized to maintain transmembrane protein 

complexes (124, 122), digitonin is more stringent and has been used to dissect the specific 

protein interactions which exist within these complexes. As stated in the introduction 

for this chapter, the association of the CD 19 complex via CD8 1 with the tenaspans CD9 

and CD82 was identified using digitonin (124). 



2. Involvement of Cytoplasmic Regions 

Complex formation does not appear to be dependent on the cytoplasmic N- and 

C-terminal regions, since deletion mutants still form complexes. N-terminal and 

membrane proximal C-terminal residues may be involved in complex formarion to a minor 

extent. As well, the involvement of residues in context of the entire C-terminal region 

cannot be dismissed. Since the CD20 C-terminal region could not be deleted in its 

entirety without losing expression (7 I ) ,  the involvement of C-terminal residues could not 

be eliminated. Although deletion of either of the two adjacent stretches of C-terminal 

residues had no appreciable effect on CD20 complex formation, deletion affects may have 

been compensated for by the remaining residues. Since the anti-CDZON and anti-CD2OC 

antibodies, which were generated against peptides in the N- and C-terminal regions. 

respectively, were s u c c e s s ~ l y  utilized in intracellular staining unstimulated B cells, it is 

unlikely these regions are involved in complex formation. Complex formation is more 

likely to be dependent upon protein-protein interactions involving the transmembrane or 

extracelldar domains- 

3. The -45 kDa Protein 

Analysis of the CD20 complex indicated that the primary component is CD20 

with a minor 4 5  kDa component A protein of simiIar molecular weight has been shown 

to co-precipitate with CD20 previously (128). Several 50 to 65 kDa cytoplasmic 

proteins as well as a 3 1 kDa and a 200 kDa cell surface protein were also shown to be 

associated with CD20 (128). The 50 to 65 kDa proteins were subsequently identified as 



being src family kinases (71), while the 3 1 kDa and 200 kDa proteins have not yet been 

identified. The co-precipitation of only the -45 kDa protein with CD20 with the absence 

of the proteins listed above may have resulted from the stabilization of hydrophobic 

interactions by digitonin. Certain CD20 associations may be enhanced in certain 

detergents, but eIiminated by others. For example, CD20 can associate with MHCII in 

CHAPS, but this association is disrupted in NP40 buffer (56). As well, the 3 1 kDa and 

200 kDa proteins may be indirectly associated with CD20. These other proteins may 

also be in lower abundance in the membrane, thereby, associating with a smaller 

population o f  CD20. 
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FIGURE N.1. CDZO migrates as a monomer on a 
1 % Triton sucrose gradient. Fractions of B cells lysed 
in L % Triton X- 100 were analysed by SDS-PAGE and 

anti-CD2ON immunoblot after separation by velocity 

gradient centrihgation. CD20 localized primarily to 

fnction 4 corresponding to a molecular weight c 45 kDa 

upon comparison with molecular weight standards 

separated on an adjacent gradient. (n=3) 



FIGURE IV.2. CDZO complex is greater than 150 kDa. Fractions of 

Raji B cell lysate were andysed by SDS-PAGE and immunoblot after 

separation by velocity gradient centrifugation on 540% sucrose/ 

1% digitonin. The MW of rhe CD20 complex was shown to be greater 

than 150 kDa by comparison to an internal protein standard and MW 

standards run simultaneously on an adjacent gradient. (n=4) 
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FIGURE W.3. CD20 forms dimers under non-reducing conditions 
in v h o .  CD20 was preciptated from Raji cells lysed in 0.5% Triton X-100 

( 1 x 1 o7 cell equivdents/sample) with either no Ab, non-immune rabbit IgG 

(RIgG) or anti-CD2ON Ab (0.5 pg Ab/sample). Precipitation was carried 

out with or without 100 m M  iodoacetamide (IAN). Iodoacetamide prevents 

the formation of disulfide bonds by reacting with free sulfhydrd groups. 

Samples were separated on 7.5% SDS-PAGE and anaiysed by anti-CD2ON 
western blot. 



FIGURE N.4. CD20 cytoplasmic deletion mutants. Positions of 
cytoplasmic deletions in the N- and C-tennind domains of CD20 are 
indicated. Deletion mutants stably oansfected into Molt-4 T cells were 

used for analysis of the requirement of cytoplasmic regions in CD20 
complex formation. 
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FIGURE IV.5. CDZO cytoplasmic deletion mutants form -200 kDa 

complexes. Fractions of Molt-4 CD20 cytoplasmic mutant T cell lysates 

were analysed by SDS-PAGE and immunoblot after separation by velocity 

gradient centrifugation on 540% sucrose1 l % digitonin. Complex molecuiar 

weight was determined by comparison to standards run simultaneously on 

an adjacent gradient. (n= L ) 



IP: 

Cell Surface Total Protein 

FIGURE N.6. CD20 complex is heteroligomeric having a 33 kDa major 
component and a -15 kDa minor component. A. Cell surface proteins 

(left panels; n=2) or total proteins (tight panels: n=3) of Raji B cell lysate 

were biotinylated and then irnmunoprecipitated with either no antibody (Ab), 

non-immune rabbit IgG (RIgG) or anti-CD20N antibody. Samples were 

andysed by SDS-PAGE and immunoblot. Totd biotinylated protein samples 

were pre-cieared with sepharose beads and RIgG three times. B. Anti- 

CD20N antibody blot of the same samples to confirm presence of CD20. 

-45 kDa protein is to see in scanned image, but is 
clearly present on original f i b .  



V, EPITOPE NAPPING 

A, Introduction 

As was shown in the last chapter, CD20 exists in an otigomeric complex 

comprised primarily of CD20. This lends more support to the premise that the anti- 

CD20 mAbs do indeed recognize unique epitopes of adjacent molecules. Several epitope 

mapping strategies were then undertaken to identify the specific amino acids recognized 

by the anti-CDZO mAbs 1 F5,ZH7 and B 1. 

Epitope mapping is the process of identifjmg antibody binding sites. Epitopes 

can be either continuous or discontinuous. Continuous epitopes, composed of a hear 

sequence of amino acids, are usually resistant to protein denaturation. Discontinuous 

epitopes, comprisedof amino acids separated in the protein sequence, are a result of 

secondary andlor tertiary structure and are destroyed upon protein denaturation. Some 

epitopes are not present in the native protein, but are exposed after denaturation. 

Mapping the epitopes of mAbs can be used for structural and functional characterization 

of proteins. 

A variety of strategies have been used to identify the epitopes of proteins. 

Initially, it is important to first determine the type of epitope recognized by the panel of 

mAbs that recognize the desired protein. This can be achieved by Western blotting the 

protein with a panel of mAbs to determine which ones recognize denaturation resistant 

epitopes (129). 



Next, in order to identify possible antigenic sites, computer analysis can be 

undertaken to predict the protein secondary structure and regions of greatest antigenicity. 

Antibody binding of the panel of mAbs to related proteins can also be undertaken to 

determine if the epitopes recognized are conserved or unique (129). 

A general epitope map can be derived using cross-blocking or proteolysis of the 

anitgen-antibody complex. Cross-blocking can be utilized to determine if the mAbs bind 

identical or overlapping regions. Experimentally, this can be achieved by pre-incubating 

the protein with a member of the d b  panel and monitoring its ability to block the 

binding of other mAbs (129, 130). An epitope map can also be derived using a protease 

with limited, known cut sites to digest antigen-antibody complexes. Because antibody 

protects its antigen from proteolysis, hgment sizes resulting from digestion of protein 

pre-treated with antibody can aid in elucidating an epitope map (13 1). 

In cases where some or all of the members of the antibody panel recognize a 

continuous epitope, peptide inhibition can be used to determine the epitopes. Peptides 

derived fkom the surface of proteins or, in the case of intern membrane proteins, fiom 

extracellular regions can be generated synthetically or by digestion. Pre-incubation of 

antibodies with the peptides and the degree to which the peptides block antibody binding 

to the desired protein can be utilized to deduce the epitopes recognized by each antibody 

(129). For example, to undentand the structure of the adult rat skeletal sodium channel, 

mAbs were generated and then their epitopes identified using mAb binding to channel 

proteolytic ftagments (132-134) and by quantitative inhitbition of mAb binding to 

synthetic oligopeptides (1 35). 



Homolog scanning and x-ray crystallography can be used to derive a more specific 

epitope map. Homolog scanning is the systematic or random substitution of amino acid 

sequences in one homolog with mino acid sequences from another homolog. The gain or 

loss of binding by antibodies which recognize one homolog but not the other can be used 

as a powefil too1 in mapping epitopes, especially in mapping discontinuous epitopes 

(136). This technique was initially used to identify the sites for binding of human growth 

hormone to its receptor and to mAb. It was achieved by systematic substitution of 

stretches derived from homologous hormones known not to bind the receptor or mAbs 

(137). Homoiog scanning mutagenesis has also been utilized in identifying the residues of 

the TM4 superfamily pan-leukocyte glycoprotein CD53. Anti-CD53 mAbs recognize 

rat but not murine epitopes so ratlmurine chimeras of the major hydrophilic region of 

CD53 expressed as a GST fusion protein were used in mapping epitopes and confirming 

the extlaceIluIar localization of the region used in the analysis (138) . 

X-ray crystallography is essentially the only method for identifying dl the amino 

acids that come in contact with an antibody. This technique has been most successfully 

used to analyse antigen-antibody complexes of highly conformational epitopes on the 

d a c e  of soluble proteins. Drawbacks include expense, expertise, time and, importan ti y, 

the availability of highly purified, crystallizable protein (139). 

Two epitope mapping strategies, homolog comparison and cross-blocking, have 

already been utilized for epitope mapping of CD20. In order to determine if the epitopes 

are conserved in homologs, binding of anti-human CD20 mAbs to murine CD20 was 

monitored. Despite the high degree of homology between the mrnine and human 



sequences, four anti-human CD20 mAbs, 1F5, 2H7, B 1 and G28-2, could not recognize 

the extracellular region of m u h e  CD20 as determined by indirect immunofluorescence 

(70). Crossblocking experiments were undertaken to measure binding of fluorescently- 

labelled B l  rnAb to CD20 pre-treated with a panel of anti-CDZO mAbs. Nearly all 

mAbs, including 2H7, blocked the binding of B 1 completely suggesting they recognize the 

same epitope. 1 F5 and AP-29 1 partially blocked B 1 binding suggesting these mAbs may 

bind to a site close to, but distinct from the epitope of BI (70). These kinds of studies 

are inconclusive, however, since the bound rnAb may sterically hinder the binding of the 

second rnAb to its epitope. 

As mentioned previously, human CD20 and its murine homolog have been cloned. 

Of the forty-four amino acids in the extracellular domain, sixteen are non-homologous 

between the two species (see Figure V.1). Only eight of the sixteen amino acids ate non- 

conservative substitutions, yet anti-human CD20 mAbs do not recognize murine epitopes 

(105). As well, absence of the use of these mAbs for western blotting in the literature 

suggests the recognition of discontinuous epitopes. 

This information was utilized in combination with epitope mapping strategies 

used for other integral membrane proteins to map the epitopes of CD20 by 1) identifying 

the type of epitope recognized using Western blotting and peptide &'bition and 2) 

determining the amino acids that comprise the epitope by homolog scanning mutagenesis. 



B. Results 

I. nvlbs Recognize Discontinuous Epitopes 

The three anti-CD2O mAbs IF5, 2H7 and B1 had not been used for 

imrnunoblotting in the literature suggesting these mAbs may not recognize linear epitopes. 

To confirm these mAbs recognize epitopes which are not resistant to denaturation, 

western blotting and peptide inhibition studies were undertaken. 

A synthetic peptide of the least homologous stretch of amino acids in the human 

CD20 extracellular domain (boxed sequence in FigureV.1) was pre-incubated with anti- 

CD20 mAbs or with antibody isotype controls and their ability to inhibit bind'ig to 

. CD20 expressed on Raji B cells monitored using immunofluorescence. Results 

demonstrated that 1F5, 2H7 and B1 binding to CD20 was not inhibited after pre- 

incubation with a vast excess of peptide as compared with mAb incubated without 

peptide (Figure V2). This suggests that the peptide sequence chosen for the inhibition 

studies was not present in the epitopes recognized by any of the antibodies or, more 

likely, that the antibodies recognize a discontinuous epitope. 

In order to confirm that these mAbs recognize epitopes not resistant to 

denaturation, Western blot analysis was undertaken. CD20 was irnmunoprecipitated 

fiom Raji B cell lysate with anti-CDZON antibody. Samples were separated using 

denahlring and reducing conditions on SDS-PAGE and then blotted with the anti-CDZO 

antriodies 1F5, 2H7 and B 1 as well as anti-CMON for a positive control (Figure V.3). 

Visualization of CD20 by any of the anti-CD20 antibodies would indicate the recognition 



of a continuous epitope. Indeed, although CD20 was successfully immunoprecipitated 

using anti-CD2ON as shown by blotting with anti-CDZON, no specific CD20 sigaal was 

detected using LF5, 2H7 or B 1. This result confirms the inability of these mAbs to 

recognize denatured epitopes. 

2. Homo log Scanning Mutagenesis: Negative Binding Strategy 

2.1 Introduction 

Evidence fiom the peptide inhibition and western blot studies indicated that the 

epitopes recognized by the panel of anti-CD20 mAbs are likely discontinuous. As a 

result, homolog scanning was undertaken for epitope mapping CD20. Initially, a negative 

binding strategy was undertaken in which human CD20 was mutated toward the murine 

sequence arid loss of binding of anti-human CD20 was monitored by immunofluorescence. 

2.2 Mutations and Rationale 

The human CD20 extracelluiar domain was converted stepwise toward the murine 

sequence. Seven mutants were constructed each containing fkom one to four changes m 

adjacent non-homologous amino acids as shown in FigureV.4. It was more convenient to 

construct seven mutants with conveniently grouped changes in adjacent non-homologous 

amino acids than sixteen mutants, one for each non-homoIogous amino acid. It was 

thought that the mutant groupings could provide a hint toward the residues which 

comprised the epitopes. Based on the results, constructs containing point mutations or a 

co~nbination of mutants could be constructed, 



2.3 Optimizution of Transfection Conditions 

To directly compare binding of the various mAbs to the CD20 extracellular 

domain mutants, conditions to achieve maximal and consistent expression of mutants had 

to be determined. First, transient mfec t ion  was chosen over stable transfection 

because it provides rapid expression of construct within a few days. 

Once the use of transient transfection had been decided, the cell line to be utilized 

for this series of experiments was chosen. The adherent cell line HEK 293 was selected 

for transient expression of the constructs. The HEK 293 (human embryonic kidney) cell 

line was developed in 1977 by sheared Adenovirus 5 DNA transformation. This ceU line 

is well characterized and commonly utilized for this purpose in the literature. The cells 

are easily transfectable using the calcium phosphate method, and preliminary results 

demonstrated high transfection efficiency (FigureV.5). Also, although these cells are 

adherent, they could be lifted from substratum gently with washing thereby avoiding the 

use of EDTA or proteases. 

Constructs were transiently transfected into HEK 293 cells using the calcium 

phosphate method outlined in the Materials and Methods. Transfection conditions were 

optimized by monitoring expression of various amounts of wild type CD20 over time 

using FACs analysis. To determine optimal expression over time, 5 ~g CD20 cDNA was 

tmsfected into -50% confluent HEK 293 cek and expression monitored one, two, or 

three days post-transfection. Transfection efficiency was maximai two days post- 

transfection of cek at -50% confluence (Figure V.6). Once the time of optimal 



expression was determined, the optimal amount of DNA for transfection was determined. 

Varying amounts (2 to 35 pg) of wild type CD20 cDNA was used for transfection and 

expression monitored after two days. Expression of CD20 was mavimal with 15 pg 

trilnsfected DNA and did not increase W e r  with higher amounts of DNA (Figure V.7). 

Since expression varied with minor changes up to 15 ,Q DNA transfected (inset. F i p  

V.7), an excess of DNA (-20 pg) was used to minimize variability. Based on these 

results, for the epitope mapping studies 20 pg DNA was transfected into HEK 293 cells 

and mAb binding was monitored usuaIly at two days, but on occasion at three days, post- 

transfection. 

Although there was maximal expression under these conditions, there was reduced 

viability of cells as a result of ~ s f e c t i o n .  In order to eliminate the non-viable cells, 

samples were treated with propidium iodide. Cells undergoing cell-death would be leaky 

and internalize the propidium iodide which would intercalate with its DNA and fluoresce 

at a W spectrum wavelength of 493 nm. These cells could then be gated out, thus 

eliminating the population of cells to which mAbs were binding non-specifically, leaving 

only viable cells to which mAb bound to specifically. 

2.4 Resuits 

Cells were lifted fiom plates two to three days post-transfection and split equally 

for FACs analysis using the panel of anti-CD2O mAbs and appropriate isotype controls 

followed by FITC-labelled secondary antibody. An example of the raw data is shown in 

Figure V.8. Since total median fluorescence values appeared to provide the most accurate 



reflection of FACs profiles, these values were used in subsequent experiments for 

comparing the extent of rnAb binding. An example of one complete experiment is shown 

in Figure V.9. The data indicated that mAb binding to most mutants was diminished, 

while binding to Mutant 6 was abolished (Figure V.9). These results could have either 

been an accurate reflection of removal of the epitope recognized by the mAbs or reduced 

binding because of low construct expression. Although great len,ghs were taken to ensure 

;h.tf expression was maximal and as a result comparable, there was a possibility that 

expression of the various constructs was not equivalent. 

2.5 Normalization to Expression 

In subsequent experiments, antibody binding was normalized for expression. Two 

to three days after transfection, half the cells from each plate were lysed for western blot 

analysis, while the rest were split equally for FACs analysis. Equal amounts of protein 

from transfected cell lysate as determined by modified Lowry method was analysed by 

SDS-PAGE and anti-CDZON immunoblot. CD20 construct expression was measured by 

densitometry . 

Binding of the various antLCD20 mAbs to the same transfectants was monitored 

by FACs analysis. Median fluorescence was normalized for CD20 construct expression 

as follows. InitiaIIy, to obtain net median fluorescence values, median fluorescence of 

isotype control was subtracted fkom the median fluorescence of the various anti-CDZO 

mAbs to each construct This essentially subtracted background binding. The net 

densitometry value for each construct was then taken as a ratio of the net densitometry 

value for wild type. The adjusted median fluorescence was obtained after dividing the net 



median fluorescence by the net densitometry value for each construct. Median 

fluorescence values were normalized by dividing the adjusted median fluorescence for each 

construct by the adjusted median fluorescence of wild type and multiplying this value by 

one hundred. This then allowed rnAb binding to each construct to be compared directly. 

2.6 Normalized Results 

In three subsequent experiments where mAb binding was normalized for construct 

expression, the results were variable except for the reproducible elimination of binding by 

Mutant 6. The results of one experiment are shown in Figures V. 1 0 and V. 1 1. Western 

blot analysis showed that all constructs were expressed but at various levels (Figme 

V. 10). The normalized FACs data for this experiment are shown in Figure V. 1 1. Lack of 

binding to Mutant 6 suggested that the residues altered in this mutant comprised part if 

not all of the epitopes of the three mAbs tested or that these residues were necessary for 

providing the secondary structure of the epitopes. Although the results for the other 

mutants were variable among three experiments, ail of the other mutants always bound 

mAbs, but at reduced levels indicating that a combination of residues was responsible for 

comprising the different epitopes. 

3. Homolog Scanning Mutagenesis: Positive Binding Strategy 

3.1 Introduction 

Since the results of the negative binding strategy were difficult to interpret, a 

positive binding strategy was devised to more precisely idendfy the epitopes recognized 

by these mAbs. Although this could have most easily been undertaken by starting with 



the W-length murine cDNA and converting the extracellular domain toward human, no 

antibodies against murine CD20 are available to determine expression. A known epitope 

such as FLAG or myc could have been tagged onto the murine sequence, but I chose to 

retain the human cytoplasmic domains. 

Despite the high degree of homology between cytoplasmic human and murine 

CD20, anti-CD2ON and antCCD2OC antibodies did not recognize CD20 in lysates of 

murine A20 B cells (data not shown) which had been shown to express CD20 mRNA 

(105). Because the transmembrane and cytoplasmic CD20 sequences of murine and 

human are highly conserve& I reasoned that the forty-four amino acid human CDZO 

extracellular domain could be replaced by the murine sequence without grossly affecting 

the conformation of the protein. First, the entire human emcellular domain was 

converted to murine. Surface expression of the chimera was confirmed by protease 

digestion of the extracellular domain of intact cells (Fie- V.12). The murine sequence 

was then systematically humanized as shown in (Figure V.13). These chimerase had the 

extracellular rnlnine component necessary for the epitope mapping studies with the 

cytoplasmic (and transmembrane) human component allowing for detection by Western 

blot analysis. 

3.2 Mutations and Rationale 

The mutations were constructed with the intent of maximking the potentid of 

qahhg binding of the various mAbs. Secondary structure analysis of both human and 

murine CD20 performed using the Npredict program indicated that the N-terminal 

proximal residues m the extracellular domain form an alpha helix (residues 142-156), 



followed by a short stretch of residues which form a $ turn ad then a find stretch of 

residues which form another B turn resulting in a structure as shown in Figure V.13. This 

final fl turn includes the ANP sequence which when converted to murine SNS in the 

negative binding strategy eliminated binding of all three mAbs tested. 

These structural components were used as a basis for designing the mutants for 

the positive binding strategy. Each structural component of the extracellular domain was 

converted separately toward human to aid in identifying the epitope forming regions. 

Mutant A corresponded to a predicted extracecellular alpha helix. The residues in this 

contain the majority of unconserved residues in the extracellular domain suggesting an 

importance in mAb binding. Mutant B contains a stretch of conservative substitutions 

(VDIYD/INIYN) within the predicted central B turn. It is unlikely these residues directly 

comprise any epitope since they are conservative substitutions. However, the secondary 

structure analysis suggests these residues may be involved in secondary structure 

formation. A mutant containing SNS/ANP, Mutant C, was included because the mutation 

of AM? in the negative binding strategy had eliminated binding of all three mAbs tested. 

Smce proline residues introduce a kink, it was possible that the effect of the ANP 

mutation was directly a result of the proline residue within the stretch of amino acids. To 

tea  the likelihood of the proline residue independently conferring the secondary structure 

of the epitopes recognized by the various mAbs, a mutant containing a point mutation of 

S/P alone, Mutant D ( S F ) ,  was included in the study. 



3.3 Resulis 

As in the negative binding strategy, these constructs were then transiently 

transfected into HEK 293 cells by the calcium phosphate method. Surface expression 

was confirmed using proteinase K proteolysis of the CD20 extracellular domain and 

hgments detected using the anti-CD20C2 antibody. The detection of appropriate size 

C-terminal f'ragments indicated that the extracellular region of each construct was exposed 

at the cell surface (Figure V. 14). 

Antibody binding was monitored by indirect irnmunofluorescence of cells using 

FITC-conjugated goat anti-mouse antibody. As was expected, 1F5, 2H7 and B 1 did not 

bind to human CD20 containing the murine extracellular domain. Surprisingly, Mutant A, 

which contained the greatest number of non-homologous residues, did not recover binding 

by any mAb (Figure V.15). As was expected, the same was the case with Mutant B 

(VDIYD/INIYN). Although the mutation of ANP/SNS had eliminated binding of the 

three mAbs tested, mutation of SNS/ANP in Mutant C completely recovered binding of 

only B1 mAb and slightly recovered binding of 1F5. A point mutation of SR in this 

stretch of residues recovered B 1 and IF5 binding slightly. This suggested that the proline 

residue comprised part, but not alI of the epitopes recognized by these two antiiodies 

and that the combination of ANP entirely constituted the B 1 epitope. 2H7 binding to 

Mutant C and Mutant D was similar to that of isotype controls. 



C. Discussion 

Pepdde inhibition and western blot analysis studies confirmed the recognition of 

discontinuous epitopes by the anti-CD2O mAbs lF5, 2H7 and 81. A method for 

identlfjhg the amino acids involved in these discontinuous epitopes, homolog scanning 

mutagenesis, was then undertaken. 

Most of the results obtained for mutants using a negative binding strategy were 

difficuIt to interpret because of varied construct expression. Antibody binding to most 

mutants was afTected, while rnAb binding was eliminated by ANP/SNS. Not 

surprisingly, the ANP sequence is within a stretch of amino acids (residues 166-182) 

predicted to have high antigenicity likely because the proline residue introduces very 

distinct secondary structure. This proline may comprise part of the epitope or may 

confer the secondary structure required for the epitope of each mAb. 

Although ANPfSNS abolished binding of the three anti-CDZO mAbs in the 

negative binding strategy, the reverse mutation (SNS/ANP) in a positive binding strategy 

recovered binding of only one mAb. Mutation of SNS/ANP in the murine CD20 

extracellular domain completely recovered binding of only B 1. The mutation of S/P alone 

recovered B1 binding to a lower degree. These resuits indicate that the B1 epitope is 

comprised of ANP. Although the western blotting results appear to contradict this 

finding, the proline in the linear epitope likely provides secondary structure which can be 

denatured. As well, the identification of these residues as the B1 epitope supports the 

observation that B1 mAb most easily precipitates CD20 fiom Iysate (data not shown). 

The epitope is still intact in non-denaturing detergent, since it is comprised of a 



continuous stretch of residues having secondary structure. The ability of B1 to 

precipitate CD20 fiom Triton X-100 lysate (128) and the nature of its epitope implies 

that B 1 can recognize single CD20 molecules within the complex. 

Mutation of SNS/ANP slightly recovered IF5 binding. This suggests IF5 

recognizes an epitope comprised of ANP and additional unidentified residues. 

Since 2H7 binding was not recovered by any of the mutants, the 2H7 epitope is 

likely comprised entirely of residues dependent upon but not including ANP. 

These studies suggest the recognition of unique epitopes by 2H7 and B 1, while 

the epitope of 1F5 and B1 overlap. This finding disproves the cross-blocking 

experiments which concluded that 2H7 and B 1 recognized the same epitope, while IF5 

binds to a distinct overlapping epitope (140). 

The lack of binding to Mutant A, although surprising, was consistent with the 

peptide inhibition studies. The peptide used in these studies is included in the stretch of 

residues mutated in this construct. The absence of binding to both the peptide and 

Mutant A do not eliminate the involvement of these residues in rnAb binding, but rather 

suggest the importance of secondary structure imposed by other residues in the 

ernceUuIar domain. 

A different combination of mutations will have to be utiIized in a positive binding 

strategy to completely identify the epitopes recognized by IF5 and 2H7. Smce ANP is 

important in the binding of all three mAbs, Mutant C (SNS/ANP) would have to be 

combined with either Mutant A or Mutant B within the same construct, The ANP 

stretch may be sufficient in providing the secondary structure required for recognition of 



additional residues comprising the epitopes of IF5 and 2H7. Those mutations resulting 

in higher anti-CDZO mAb binding would have to be examined more closely by mutating 

single amino acids systematically to determine the specific amino acids important in 

epitope recognition. 
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FIGURE V.1. Amino acid sequence of human and murine CD20 
extmcellnlar domain. Non-homologous residues are highlighted. 
Sequence consponding to the synthetically generated peptide used in 
the peptide hhiiition studies is boxed. 



Antibody 

FIGURE V.2. Binding of anti-CDZO mAbs to CD20 was not inhibited 
by a peptide comprised of the least homologous stretch of the CDZO 
extracellular domain. Binding of anti-CD20 rnAbs, anti-CD45 mAb or 
isotype controls to Raji B cells was monitored by immunofluorescence. 
1 pg of 1F5,2H7 and B 1 anti-CD20 mAb, 9.4 anti-CD45 mAb or isotype 

control mAbs was pre-incubated with or without 10 pg peptide for 30 min 

at 370C (molar ratio 1:135). The peptide used corresponds to a stretch of 

amino acids least homologous when comparing human and murine sequence 
(residues I50 -159; ESLNFWUR(NH2)). (n=2) 
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F I G W  V.3. Anti-human CDZO mAbs do not recognize 

Linear epitopes. Raji cell Iysate (1 X 107 cell equivalents/sample) 

imrnunoprecipitated with either non-immune rabbit IgG or anti- 
CMON antibody (0.5 Clg/sampIe) was separated by SDS-PAGE 
and then blotted with either 1 F5 ( 10 pg/mL), 2H7 ( 10 pg/mL), 
B 1 ( 10 pg/rnL) or anti-CD20C2 ( 1: 10000) antibody. Rabbit 
anti-mounse-HRP ( 1 : 10000) was used as the secondary for the 
1 F5.2H7 and 0 1 blots. while Protein A-HRP ( 1 :5000) was 

used as the secondary for the anti-CD2OC2 blot. Bands at the 

bottom of the figures are Iight chain from the precipitating Abs. 
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FIGURE V.4. CD20 human to murine extracellular domain 
mutants. The mutations which were used for the murinization 
of the human sequence are numbered. underlined and highlighted. 



FIGURE V.5. FACScan profiles showing expression of 
CD20 on transfected EIEK 293 cells. Cells transfected 
with empty vector (dashed line) or with CD20 cDNA in 
pCDM8 (bold line) were tested for the expression of CD20 
by indirect immunofluorescence 2 days post-transfection. 



Days Post-transfection 

FIGURE V.6. CD20 expression maximal 2 to 3 days after transient 
transfection into HEK 293 cells. HEK 293 cell samples (-508 
coofluent) were msfected with 5 pg wild type CD20 cDNA by calcium 

phosphate method. CD20 expression 1,2 or 3 days post-transfection was 

monitored by immunofIuorescence using 2H7 anti-CDZO mAb or isotype 

control and FITC-labelled secondary mAb. (n=l) 



Wid Type CDZO cDNA (pg) 

FIGURE V.7. Expression of CDZO transiently tmdected into 
HEK 293 cells is maximal at U pg. Varying amounts of wild type 

CD20 cDNA in the expression vector pCDM8 was transfected into 
HEK 293 cells at -50% confluence. Expression was monitored by 
FACs analysis 2 days post-tmsfection. inset Expression varied with 
minor changes up to 15 pg DNA transfected. 
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FIGURE V.8. Example of raw F'ACscan data of anti-CDZO mAb 
binding to several constrocts. Binding of 2H7 ant i -020  mAb to 

constructs transiently expressed on HEK 293 cells as monitored by 
FACs analysis. A. Wild type CD20, B. Mutant 2, and C. Mutant 6. 
D. Various fluorescence parameters representing binding of 2H7 to 

each of the constructs is shown. Only the median value reflects the 
visible shift in the binding profile. 
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FIGURE V.9. Monoclonal Ab binding to CD20 human to 

murine extracellular domain mutants. Anti-human CD20 
mAb binding to humadmurine mutants expressed in HEK 293 
cells was monitored by FACs analysis. A. The upper panel 
depicts raw median fluorescence values. B. The lower panel 
shows the same data as percent binding compared to wild type. 
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FIGURE V.lO. Transiently transfected HEK 293 cells expressing 
varying levels of wild type and mutant CD2O. Lysates from HEK 
293 cells transiently transfected with either wild type (WT) or mutant 

CD20 (Mutants 1-7) (36 pg /sample) were separated on SDS-PAGE 
and CD20 expression monitored by irnrnunoblotting with anti-CD20N 
antibody. Protein loading was confirmed by Coomassie Blue staining. 
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FIGURE V.11. Binding of three antLCD20 mAbs was abolished 
by Mutant 6 (ANPISNS). Anti-CDZO mAb binding to wild type 

human CD20 (WT) and humdmurine Mutants 1-7 expressed in 

HEK 293 cells was monitored by FACs analysis. Raw total median 

fluorescence values were normalized for expression. (n=3) 
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FIGURE V.12. Mousehuman chimera CD20 is expressed on 
the surface of transfected cells, HEK 293 cells transfected with 

either mouse/human chimera CD20 (m/hCD20; lanes I and 2) or 

wild type CD20 (WT; lanes 3 and 4) were either untreated or 
digested with proteinase K before lysis. Samples were analysed 

by SDS-PAGE and immunobIot with anti-CD2ON antibody. In 
the digested samp1es.the 33 kDa CD20 band disappeared and a 

fragment of - 15 kDa corresponding to the N-terminal region was 

detected (not shown). 
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FIGURE V.13. Mouse to human CD20 extracellular domain mutants. 

Initially, the human CD20 extracellular domain was converted entirely to 

murine. Mutations for the humanization of the murine sequence are 
alphabetized, underlined and highlighted. Stretches of residues having a 
predicted secondary structure and antigenicity are indicated. 
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FIGURE V.14. CD20 mutants are expressed on the surCace of 
transfected cells. HEK 293 cells transfected with either mutant 

CD20 (Mutant C; lanes 1 and 2) or wild type CD20 (Raji; lanes 3 

and 4) were either untreated or digested with proteinase K before 

lysis. Samples were andysed by SDS-PAGE and immnoblot with 

anti-CD2ON antibody. In the digested samples,the 33 kDa CD20 

band disappeared and a fragment of - 15 kDa corresponding to the 

N-terminal region was detected (not shown). Similar data was 

obtained for Mutants A, B and D. 
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Figure V.15. Mutant C (SNSIANP) recovers binding of only one 

anti-CDZO mAb . Anti-human CD20 mAb binding to murinelhuman 

mutants expressed in HEK 293 cells was monitored by FACs analysis 

(n=3). 



VI. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

A. Overview 

In this study, I partially identified the specific amino acid residues which 

comprise the epitopes of three anti-CD2O mAbs. The epitope mapping results 

demonstrated that contrary to the cross-blocking experiments, B1 and 2H7 mAbs 

recognize unique epitopes. The epitope of B 1 overlaps that of 1 F5. These epitopes are 

on molecules in a -200 kDa complex comprised primarily of CD20 with a -45 kDa minor 

component. Prior to conducting the epitope mapping studies, the predicted CD20 

membrane orientation was confirmed. 

Confirmation of CD20 membrane orientation and its presence in a -200 kDa 

complex is consistent with the suggestion that CD20 is a calcium channel (95). Other 

channels are also hornooligomeric complexes comprised of molecules which span the 

membrane four times (96, 97). Although CD20 is homooligomeric, its association with 

signaling molecules suggests that it is likely a signaling component of a receptor or may be 

a receptor itself. 

B. The CDZO Com~lex  

I. Evidence 

The -200 kDa CD20 compIex was identified in digitonin lysates, but was not 

maintained m Triton X-100. Although possible, it is unlikely that the observed CD20 

complex is an artefact of the detergent Several experiments m which digitonin has been 



utilized to identify the components of transmembrane complexes have cleariy 

demonstrated that digitonin is a more stringent detergent than other mild detergents such 

as Brij97 or CHAPS since fewer molecules co-precipitate in digitonin (124, 123). As 

well, digitonin stabilizes hydrophobic interactions which would otherwise be labile in 

other harsh detergents (1 19, 1 18). It is this property of digitonin which had allowed for 

the identification of the association of the BCR with Iga and igp (120). The components 

of the B cell receptor complex could only be successfilly kept intact and thereby 

identified using digitonin (1 20) and fl octyl glucoside ( 12 1). 

Use of the flow cytometric electron transfer method, which is used to demonstrate 

the proximity of certain cell surface molecules, had demonstrated that only a single CD20 

molecule was present in the MHCII-tetraspan complex examined. In this method, energy 

transfer between fluorescently labeled mAbs was monitored (55). Since anti-CDZO 

mAbs may recognize epitopes on adjacent molecules, steric hindrance may have 

prevented mAb binding to each molecule in the complex thereby affecting the 

interpretation of the results. 

Previous chemical cross-linking studies have shown that CD20 appears to exist as 

a monomer, dimer, and tetrarner (95). The absence of CD20 monomers and dimers in 

digitonin suggests that the CD20 complex observed in digitonin is likely comprised of a 

dimer of CD20 dimers in addition to the -45 kDa unidentified protein. This is very Iikely 

since CD20 was observed to form dimers in v i ~ o  under non-reducing conditions (Figure 



IV. 3). The presence of a - 142 kDa CD20 tetramer and additional molecules including the 

unidentified -45 kDa protein would account for the size of the complex. 

2. Additional Experiments 

2.1 Confirmation of Complex Size 

Despite the likelihood that the velocity gradient experiments are correct in 

demonstrating that CD20 exists in a -200 kDa complex, other experiments will have to be 

conducted to c o n f i i  the size of the complex and to identify its components. The size of 

native proteins has been successfully determined using non-denaturing conditions. This 

method could be used to determine the size of the CD20 complex. Unformnately, such 

an experiment would still not eliminate the potential affect of the detergent. 

2.2 Identifuing the Components of the Complex 

Identifying the number of 0 2 0  molecules present in the complex would aid in 

confirming the proportion of the complex comprised of CD20. If it appeared that four 

CD20 molecules were present, then the predicted molecular weight of the compiex would 

be feasible. The number of CD20 molecules present in the complex could be determined 

by co-transfection of decreasing amounts of epitope-tagged CD20 construct and wild 

type CD20 using the already established tmsfection system. The CD20 complex could 

be precipitated using antibody specific for the epitope-tag and the ratio of epitope-tagged 

CD20 to wild type CD20 determined by SDS-PAGE and Western blot analysis using an 

antibody which recognized both forms of CD20. With decreasing amount of epitope- 

tagged construct expressed, the epitope-tagged construct would be diluted out until there 



would be only a single construct per complex thereby allowing for the quantity of CD20 

molecules present in the complex to be identified. 

Identifying the -45 kDa component of the complex will be very important in 

confirming the size of the complex as well as in determining the specific role of CD20. 

Co-precipitation experiments using antibody against candidate proteins could be 

conducted. Candidate proteins would include the transmembrane proteins of 40 to 48 

kDa in size such as CD23 (45 kDa), CD32 (40 kDa), and CD40 (48 ma). heliminary 

experiments have demonstrated this approach to be problematic since CD20 also co- 

precipitated with some of the isotype controls. If these results are correct, however, the 

-45 kDa protein may be the FcyR (CD32). This result would not be unexpected since 

CD20 is related to FceRIB. Alternatively, co-precipitation using anti-CDZON antibody 

and subsequent Western blot for candidate proteins could also be conducted. 

Unfortunately, blotting antibodies for most candidate proteins do nor exist. 

Although the association of the -45 kDa protein with CD20 in digitonin suggests 

that the unidentified protein is hydrophobic in nature, suggesting it is a transmembrane 

protein, there is a possibility this protein does not have an extracellular component as the 

cell surface biotinylation experiments suggested (Figure IV. 6). Another approach would 

be to sequence the product and determine its identity by comparison with the protein 

sequence database. Since biotin labeling remlted in the precipitation of numerous non- 

specific proteins, immunoprecipitation of CD20 from [~~*]-rnethionine metabolically 

labeled or unlabelled lysate could reduce the quantity of non-specific proteins and may 



allow for the appropriate band to be distinguished and identified using mass speckometry 

or amino acid analysis. 

2.3 Requirements for Complex Formation 

Analysis of the requirement of the cytoplasmic domains for CD20 complex 

formation suggested that the membrane distal portion of the C-texminal region was not 

required, while the N-terminal and membrane proximal C-terminal regions may be required 

but to a minor extent. This result indicates that although the membrane proximal residues 

219-252 in the C-terminal region are important for CD20 redistribution, they are likely 

not required for complex formation. To examine whether other domains are important in 

CD20 complex formation, transmembrane and extraceIIular domain mutants could be 

examined The ANPISNS mutant which abolished binding of all mAbs tested in the 

negative binding strategy could be examined for its involvement in complex formation. It 

is possible that the ANP/SNS mutation disrupted the complex thereby eliminating the 

epitopes of the anti-CD2O mAbs. 

As well, since digitonin maintains hydrophobic interactions, it is very possible 

that the integrity of the complex is dependent upon CD20 transmembrane domains. 

Testing this premise would be difficult in that the transmembrane domains of CD20 could 

not be simply swapped with that of, for example, any of the tetraspan family members 

since most of these molecules are involved in heteroligomers (55, 123, 124, 141). Each 

CD20 transmembrane domain could be swapped stepwise with a transmembrane domain 

of a molecule known to be monomeric in natme. However, since a point mutation in the 



third transmembrane domain completely prevented cell d a c e  expression of CD20 (71), 

it is unlikely that major alterations could be made without affecting CD20 expression. 

It is possible that an additional reason for the inability of anti-human CD20 

extracellular domain mAbs to recognize murine CD20 is that it may not be able to form 

complexes. The human CD20 containing the murine extracellular domain could be tested 

for its ability to form complexes. Also, despite the high degree of homology between the 

human and murine transmembrane domains, swapping the mrnine msmembrane 

domains for those in human CD20 may have an affect on complex formation. 

C. CD20 E~itope Mao~ ing  

I .  Results and implications 

Although the intent of this study was to completely identify the epitopes of the 

three anti-human CD20 mAbs tested, the epitopes were only partially mapped. 

Importantly, however, the epitope mapping results demonstrated that contrary to the 

cross-blocking experiments (142), B 1 and 2H7 mAbs recognize unique epitopes. As well, 

the epitope of B 1 overlaps that of 1 F5. The results from the positive binding strategy 

suggested that the B 1 epitope was completely dependent upon the residues A M ,  while 

the 1F5 epitope was also partially comprised of ANP and additionid residues dependent 

upon the secondary structure conferred by these residues. The epitope of 2H7 does not 

include the ANP residues but is dependent upon the secondary structure conferred by 

these residues for recognition of its epitope. These resuIts were consistent with the 



various biochemical and biological responses induced by ligation of the different 

antibodies. 

1.1 CD20 Redktribution 

The CD20 complex is excluded &om lipid rafts in the plasma membrane prior to 

stimulation (72). Ligation of its extracellular domain results in CD20 redistribution to 

these lipid rafts with the degree depending upon the antibody. Differential distribution is 

likely the result of the recognition of different epitopes. Ligarion of unidentified residues 

by 2H7 initiates the greatest degree of redistribution (95%). B 1 which recognizes ANP 

causes 5% redistibution, while ligation of IF5 to ANP and other unidentified residues 

causes redistribution of 50%, a value between that of 2H7 and B1. It appears that 

ligation of the ANP residues is less conducive to redistribution, while ligation of the 

unidentified residues enhance redistribution. 

The membrane proximal residues 219-252 in the CD20 C-terminal region are 

required for the redistribution of CD20 (90). It is possible that ligation of the CD20 

extracellular domain causes a conformational change in this stretch of amino acids resulting 

in protein-protein interactions, signaling events and, in turn, its redistribution. Degree of 

conformational change is likely dependent upon the ligating mAb. Smce 2H7 Ligation of 

CD20 initiates the greatest degree of redistribution, it is likely that the conformationa1 

change induced in this stretch of residues is most profound with 2H7 treatment. Changes 

m the coaformation and/or protein-protein associations could be examined by htracellular 

staining using anti-CD20N or anti-CDZOC anticbodies of cells before and after CD20 

stimulation. The disappearance of epitopes recognized by either antibodies could indicate 



a conformational change in the epitope and possibly the sequestration of the epitope 

resulting from protein-protein interaction. 

1.2 BI 

Based on the epitope mapping results and the functional studies of CD20 

reported in the literature, it appears that the CD20 conformation is dependent upon the 

stage of B cell activation. In addition to its ability to cause only -5% CD20 

redistribution, B 1 binding to its epitope (ANP) in the CD20 extracellular domain initiates 

a series of signaling events which are somewhat distinct from that of 1F5 and 2H7. 

B 1 ligation of CD20 inhibits B cell proliferation as does 2H7 (66, 101), but 

uniquely results in B cell homotypic aggregation. The phenotype associated with B1 

ligation of CD20 is similar to that induced by CD8 1 or CD 19 ligation. As mentioned 

previously, CD8 1 is a tetraspan molecule which acts as the bridge between the tetraspan 

web and the BCR CD19 co-receptor complex (124). The tetraspan web is comprised of 

other tetraspans, B1 integrins and MHCII. The tetraspan and non-tetraspan members of 

the teaaspan web are identified by their ability to induce similar effects including 

homotypic aggregation. It therefore appears that B L ligation of CD20 may somehow 

enhance its association with the tetraspan web. Indeed, flow cytometric energy transfer 

experiments have suggested that CD20 is in close physical proximity to MHCII and 

several tetraspan molecufes including CD8 l (55). A structural and functional association 

between CD20 and MHCII has been demonstrated m CHAPS (56). It is possible this 

association mimics one induced by B I ligation of CD20 since CHAPS is a non-stringent 



detergent thereby allowing for the co-precipitation of a greater quantity of associated 

molecules. The B 1 induced association of CD20 with the tetraspan web implies that the 

conformation of CD2O and subsequent signaling events somehow mimic those that occur 

just prior to and including B cell heterotypic aggregation during co-stimulation by T cells. 

1.3 IF5 

Binding of 1 F5 to its epitope comprised of ANP and additional unknown residues 

results in its unique ability to activate resting B cells. The series of events initiated by 

IF5 appear to mimic the effects of [L-4 on B cells. As mentioned previously, 1F5 

induces resting B cells to enlarge and then enter G1 phase of the cell cycle accompanied 

by increased levels of MHCII expression (62, 64, 101). Afier an additional co- 

stirnulatory signal, the B cells start to proliferate. IL-4 also causes cell enlargement and 

increased expression of MHCII, but does not induce cells to enter G1 phase (143, 14) .  

IL-4 treatment of B cells results in a conformational change which makes the CD20 

epitope recognized by L27 mAb inaccessible (58). This conformation change is reversed 

by CD40 stimulation. IF5 ligation of CD20 may mimic the conformational change 

induced by IL-4 during the initial phase of B cell activation. 

1.4 2H7 

The confornational changes induced by 2H7 are most conducive to CD20 

redistribution to lipid rafts. V i l l y  d l  of the W7 stimulated CD20 localizes to Triton 

X-100 insoluble component of lipid rafts in which m: fmily kinases have been shown to 

localize. Oddly, the smaII population of CD20 remaining in the Triton X-LOO soluble 

Man precipitates the greatest degree of associated src family kinases lyn, ick, and fyn 



as well as the unidentified p75/80 (71). Recently, studies examining the regulation of the 

src family b a s e s  lck and fyn in T cells has suggested that these molecules are localized m 

a core microdomain and regulated by transmembrane proteins in the periphery of the lipid 

raft (145). The same could be the case with 2H7 ligated CD20 in that the majority of 

molecules may localize to the core of the lipid raft and the remainder are in the periphery. 

CD20 redistribution may enhance its accessibility to the signaling proteins present in the 

lipid rafts. As a result, the molecules being precipitated from 2H7 stimulated B cell 

lysate actually represent the molecules which are associated with CD20 on the periphery 

of the lipid raft. Since 2H7 ligation enhances redimibution to lipid rafts where CD20 

may modulate signals of other transmembrane proteins present, mapping the residues 

important in inducing redistribution would greatly aid in our understanding of the role of 

CD20. 

I.. 5 Significance 

The various effects of the different anti-CD2O mAbs appear to suggest contrary 

roles for 020. IF5 causes B cell activation, while ZH7 initiates changes potentially 

involving B cell modulation. IF5 could be inducing a CD20 conformational change 

required during activation. The conformational changes induced by 2H7 may be required 

for modulation of the B cell by CD20. 



2. Additional meriments 

2.1 Completing the Epitope Map of IF5 and 2H7 

Further epitope mapping studies should be conducted to identify the residues of 

IF5 and 2H7. Since the constructs used for the studies outlined here were not sufficient 

for identifying the residues recognized by these two mAbs, additional constructs will 

have to be developed to elucidate their epitopes. The results demonstrate that the 

secondary structure of the CD20 extracellular domain is vital for mAb binding. Because 

the negative binding strategy demonstrated that the ANP residues were required for 

binding by dl rnAbs, these residues should be included in all subsequent constructs in a 

positive binding strategy. The ANP residues would be mutated in conjunction with the 

other non-homologous residues stepwise. Initially, since it appears that the B ~m 

formed by the human INIYN stretch of residues may also be indirectly involved in the 

epitope in that it also provides secondary structure, INIYN would be converted with 

ANP in rnfhCD20. The other non-homologous residues would be converted individually 

or in subsets stepwise based on the results of secondary structure analysis so that the 

mutations would still provide the secondary structure necessary to recover mAb binding. 

If discontinuous residues are involved in epitope formation, then the epitope 

could be appropriately divided onto two constructs to determine whether the epitope 

was on adjacent molecules. The two constructs could be co-msfected and mAb binding 

monitored Enhanced binding would suggest the epitope was on adjacent molecules and 

could aid in identifving the organization of the CD20 molecules in the complex. 



2.2 Mqping the Epitopes of Additional d b s  

The constructs used in the positive binding strategy as well as those suggested for 

firture experiments could also be used in identifying the epitopes of other anti-CD2O 

mAbs. The epitope of R.21 mAb used in identifying the association of CD20 with CD40 

and MHCII would be of interest since it appears to recognize a continuous epitope of the 

CD20 exmicellular domain. Mapping the epitope of L27 mAb could be of particular 

importance since it is the only epitope known which disappears with a physiological 

stimulus, which is the I L 4  treatment of B cells. As well, mapping the epitopes of 

lXituximfM might provide insight into its efficacy in treating non-Hodgkin's lymphoma 

and AARP's. 

2.3 CD20 Complex Dynamics 

Once the epitopes are identified, it will be of interest to determine whether the 

various mAbs cause redistriiution o f  various populations of the CD20 complex to lipid 

rafts. For instance, since it is likely that B1 recognizes an epitope on a single CD20 

molecule, it may be feasible that its ligation of CD20 may cause the dissociation of the 

complex. As well, if 2H7 does recognize a discontinuous epitope on adjacent mo~ecules, 

then ligation of the complex could cause further aggregation of CD20 within the Lipid 

rafts. In order to pursue such studies, intact B cells would have to be stimulated with the 

individual anti-CD20 mAbs covaiently conjugated to sepharose beads, the cells Iysed in 

digitonin and either the digitonin soluble fiaction or the solubilized digitonin insoluble 

fraction treated with SDS separated by velocity ge;radient centrifbgation to determine 

complex molecular weight 



D. Significance 

Here, I have demonstrated that the three anti-CDtO mAbs tested recognize 

different epitopes on a -200 kDa CD20 complex. The recognition of unique epitopes by 

the various antibodies is consistent with the different biochemical changes and biological 

responses induced upon ligation. For example, the ability of the various anti-CDZO mAbs 

to cause redistribution of CDZO to lipid rafts is rnAb and, thereby, epitope dependent. 

Recently in our laboratory, we observed that the unusual property of 

redistribution is shared by the BCR. Upon stimulation, a sub-population of BCR also 

redistributes to lipid rafts where signding events are detected. The redistribution of the 

BCR may be associated with the down-regulation of the B cell response since 

experiments have shown that FcyEUIB 1 (CD32) and BCR co-localize to caps on the cell 

surface. Since CD20 is involved in regulating B cell activation, the redistribution of these 

proteins to lipid rafts likely has functional significance. The homology of CD20 with 

FceRIp and its signaling properties may even suggest that it is a component of the F q M  

complex. Modulation of B cell receptor function by CD20 is currently being investigated 

in our Iaboratory- 
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